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MdmiiMENT
Federal Building
550 W. Fort Street

Box 042

Boise, ID 83724

IN REPLY REFER TO

1792 (920)

Attached is the Bannock-Oneida Grazing Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS).

The preparation of this final statement has differed from our usual pro-
cedure of reprinting a draft statement to incorporate changes resulting
from public review. Since few and minor changes are necessary, the draft
statement and comments in this document constitute the final environ-
mental impact statement. This revised procedure has saved substantial
time, money and paperwork. As noted in the front piece of the draft
statement, this final must be used in conjunction with the earlier draft
statement which was distributed to the public on March 19, 1980.

The Burley District of the Bureau of Land Management prepared this
environmental impact statement pursuant to Section 102 (2)(c) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The statement describes and
analyzes social, environmental and economic impacts that would result
from five alternative levels of livestock grazing on 431,508 acres of
public land in southeastern Idaho. The alternatives considered:
Alternative A (Proposed Action), Alternative B (Increased Livestock
Use), Alternative C (No Livestock Grazing), Alternative D (Decreased
Livestock Use), Alternative E (No Action-Continue Existing Situation).

This final environmental impact statement is not the decision document.
The decision on the action to be taken will be based on the analysis
contained in the FEIS, BLM's manpower and budget constraints, public
concerns and comments, and other multiple-use resource objectives or
programs applicable to the area. No action can be taken for a least 30

days following filing of the final statement with the Environmental
Protection Agency and distribution to the public. A brief summary
document that outlines the management direction for the Bannock-Oneida
area will be prepared and made available as soon as a decision is

reached. More specific decisions will subsequently be developed on an
allotment-by-allotment basis.

Thank you for your interest in this environmental impact statement.

CONSERVE
^AMERICA'S

ENERGY

Robert
Idaho S

Save Energy and You Serve America!
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BANNOCK-ONEIDA GRAZING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

( ) Draft (X) Final Environmental Impact Statement

1. Type of Action : (X) Administrative ( ) Legislative

2. Responsible Agencies:

a. Lead Agency : Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

b. Cooperating Agencies : None

3. Abstract : The Bannock-Oneida Grazing Environmental Impact Statement
analyzes the effects of livestock grazing on 431,508 acres of public land
in southeastern Idaho. Five grazing management alternatives are presented
for consideration and are analyzed in terms of their projected ecomomic,
social and environmental effects. Each alternative analyzes a different
level of allocating the vegetative resource among competing uses.

This document will be used to determine the proper level of livestock
grazing on the public lands, using the multiple use sustained-yield
concept. Its contents exemplify the conflicting demands being placed on
public lands throughout the west and the fact that concessions are
necessary to achieve parity between resource needs and resource use. The
rangeland management program selected for the subject public land will be
based in part upon the analysis presented in this document in

consideration with public concerns and comments, manpower and budget
constraints and other multiple-use resource objectives for the area.

4. Comments Have Been Requested and Received from the Following :

See Page 5 - Comments on the draft statement were received from those
agencies, organizations and individuals marked with an
asterisk.

5. Date Draft Statement Made Available to EPA and the Public :

Draft: March 19,1980



CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION ON THE DRAFT

The Draft Bannock-Oneida Grazing Environmental Impact Statement was filed
with the Environmental Protection Agency and released to the public on March
19 , 1980. The public review period ended May 5, 1980.

Public hearings on the draft were held April 15, 1980, at the Oneida
County Courthouse, Malad City, Idaho, and April 16, 1980, at the Holiday Inn,

Pocatello, Idaho. The Malad City hearing was attended by 54 people, six of
whom presented oral testimony on the adequacy of the DEIS. The Pocatello
hearing was attended by 27 people, with six presenting oral testimony. BLM
responses to the substantive portions of each testimony are presented in this
final.

Approximately 580 draft statements were distributed for review. From this
review a total of 25 letters were received. All letters have been reproduced
in this final, with each substantive comment identified and numbered. BLM
responses immediately follow each of the letters.

In most cases, only comments pertaining to the adequacy of the DEIS —
i.e., the analysis as distinct from the actions analyzed — are formally
answered in this document, but all comments will be taken into account when it

comes time to make final decisions regarding rangeland management in the
Bannock-Oneida Resource Area.

An Errata Sheet found at the back of this document specifies text changes
resulting from public review.



REVIEWERS AND RESPONDENTS

The following list identifies all agencies, organizations and individuals
to whom copies of the draft EIS were sent. All on the list were requested to
comment on the adequacy of the statement. Many on the list had already
contributed to development of the statement. Those individuals, agencies and
organizations presenting oral or written comment are denoted by an asterisk
(*).

Federal Agencies

Department of Agriculture
Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service
Soil Conservation Service

* U. S. Forest Service
Department of the Interior
Bonneville Power Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Geological Survey
Fish & Wildlife Service
Heritage Conservation & Recreation Service

* Environmental Protection Agency
* National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Public Service Organizations

Idaho Power
Idaho Public Utilities Commission
Public Lands Council
Raft River Electric
Utah Power and Light

Organizations

Burley District Grazing Advisory Board
American Falls Chamber of Commerce
American Fisheries Society
Center for Urban Affairs

* Idaho Cattlemen's Association
Idaho Conservation League
Idaho Environmental Council
Idaho Trail Machine Association
Idaho Wool Growers Association
Independent Petroleum Association
League of Women Voters

* Malad Chamber of Commerce
National Audubon Society
National Outdoor Coalition



Organizations (cont.)

National Wildlife Federation
Natural Resource Defense Council
Oneida County Farm Bureau
Portneuf Audubon Society
Sierra Club
South Central Idaho Cattlemen's Association

* Southeast Idaho Rod & Gun Club
Wickes Forest Industries
Wilderness Society, Idaho Regional Office

* Wildlife Management Institute

Individuals

Anderson, Jay
Briggs, Lloyd
Brosseau, Mark
Bucklin, Lou
Butler, B. Robert

* Craig, Tim & Erica
Daniels, Farrell

* Downing, Glen Ray & Joan
Evans, Don S.

Flori, Frank A.

Friesma, H. Paul
Goldsmith, Kenneth M.

* Holte, Karl
Loper, Dick
Maughan, Ralph
McDevitt, Herman J.

Meador, J. Tom
Meiners, William R.

Miles, Harold C.

Moon, Orlin C.

Oberline, Lionel
Pierce, Dale 0.

Rawson, Dale
* Rose , Fred

Scott, Ed
* Stephens, Ellwood

Tews, Gerald
Trost, Charles
All grazing permittees in the Bannock-Oneida Resource Area

Dairy Creek Association (5 members)
Pleasantview Grazing Association (65 members)
Samaria Grazing Association (40 members)
East Fork Grazing Association (11 members)
Marsh Valley Cattlemen's Association (14 members)
Dale Blaisdell

*

*



Individuals (cont.)

* Nolan A. Blaisdell
* Nolan T. Blaisdell
* D. Michael Broadhead
* David E. Edwards
* Bert Eliason
* Phillip Morrison
* Claire Rudeen
* Robert Swanson
* Dale Thomas
* Weiton E. Ward
* Raoul Wistisen

State Agencies

Idaho Bureau of Community Affairs
Idaho Bureau of Mines & Geology
Idaho Dept. of Agriculture

* Idaho Dept. of Fish & Game
Idaho Dept. of Health, Welfare & Environmental Service
Idaho Dept. of Parks and Recreation
Idaho Dept.of Public Lands
Idaho Dept.of Transportation
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources
Idaho Deputy Attorney General
Idaho School Board Association

* State Clearinghouse
* State Historic Preservation Officer

University of Idaho Extension Service

Local Government

Bannock County Agent
Bannock County Commissioners
Bannock County Planning Commission
Caribou County Commissioners
Mayor, American Falls
Mayor, Malad
Mayor, Pocatello
Mayor, Snowville, Utah
Oneida County Commissioners
Oneida County Extension Agent
Oneida County Home Economics Agent
Oneida/Malad Planning Commission
Power County Agent
Power County Commissioners
Power County Planning Commission
Shoshone-Bannock Tribal Council
Southeast Idaho Council of Governments
Tribal Planner



Elected Officials , Federal

Senator Frank Church
Senator James McClure
Congressman George Hansen

Elected Officials, State

Governor John Evans
Sen. C. D. "Chick" Bilyeu
Sen. Reed W. Budge
Sen. Lester A. Hartvigsen
Sen. James A. Leese
Sen. Dean Van Engelen
Rep. W. Rusty Barlow
Rep. Robert C. Geddes
Rep. Gary Gould
Rep. Etoight W. Horsh

* Rep. Myron Jones
Rep. Bert W. Marley
Rep. Patricia L. McDermott
Rep. Willard W. Stuck

i
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES





S DEPARTMENT OF INTERIM

960 Wayne Av&tf CEf^?|)
Pocitello, Idaho 83?01
6 April, I960 ftPR 06 i98J

H-'fiEAU OF UN'.) MANAG* t/EHT
L-URLEY, IDAHO

Mr. Tim HarUell
Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
Bannock-Cneida Environnental Impact Statement
Route 3 » Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear f r. Hartzell:

V.'e wish to go on record as favoring Alternative A (Proposed
Action) cf the range management program in the Bannock-Oneida
Resource Area, Idaho.

You indicate on page 2-17 cf ycur Impact Statement th?t you
intend to spray a total of 6,686 acres in the Curlew, South
Bull, Big Cnion and Pleasantview Allotments with the herbicide
2,4-D. We are very much opposed to this and its impact on
wildlife of the region, particularly non-game species. We
believe non-game species should be given mere consideration
than they have in the past, and we are, therefore, vtry much
opposed to your use of herbicices and pesticides in the area.

Please include this statement ?.s part of the public hearings.

Response to Letter No. 1

According to p. 4-30 of the EIS, the effect on non-game species would be
variable. Those species dependent upon dense sagebrush and juniper

stands would decrease, those dependent upon mixed grass/shrub stands
would increase. BLM would prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) on
specific sites prior to project implementation. IDFG would be consulted
during EA preparation to help identify impacts and recommend appropriate
mitigation for game and non-game wildlife protection. Seeding mixtures
would be tailored to meet site or area specific wildlife needs.

© <3P2i£. I'-

ll* ' in? Canyon and riasp springs Area
a. extend pipeline further south :o areas where

cattl" haven't grazed before
c. 3rush eradication
o. Develop the Mine Canyon Springs

111. Tr.e -.agle Pass <trea hasn't had a chance to show j;

potential. The water line that was installea nab only been
in operation for one year. ..ith proper management this
improvement will do a lot to relieve the & :-a:iing pressure
in the ! jd oprlngs Area.

'Jr.ltei States Departrr.en I of the Interior
Bureau of Land .'.'sr.agemen t

Burley district Office
Koute #3, i^ojc 1

Burley, ID 6331"

Dear wire:

In regards to the environmental study currently reviewed by : he
Department nf the Interior *o submit ti.e following letter.

kVe, the p.embe.'-s of t;.e .. arsr. 1 iley Cattlemen' s Ccrpontion
r.ave tried to ^ive our view' of tr.e proposed <z6* cut i:. a^.1. 's

by bill. <\e have al*eys hau a guou working relationship with __;..

and would hooe to continue to co-operate in tr.e future. ..e

are proud of'oir "LI; C.-.lcn" ar.i would In no way ,,eoparol:c

the productive capacity of our own and bL" lands. :.c c.-.e

knows tetter than a man who makes his 1-vir.g rror. tne soil

how important conservation and , jo. la i use is to a aic-es :'ui

operation. When your ";re«o ai ^. butter" Is involved you

naturally have a deep cor.cer-..

aince the forcing of tne corporation in Ir.e early 3D's It

has been the policy of the corporation members to impienent

various improvements or. the range as finances ana expertise

has allowel. Xor.y d-.ilars have been spent in improving water,

and water distribution, sprayir. c brush, railing crush, rrseecir.g

grasses, cross fencing, buying additional u..'., and trying

tc obtain a more equitable al str lbutior. of the cattle. cc:e

of tre;>e projects nave tien completed wit-, the values advice

and a66i si ince of BLK. '.'any additional projects are in t'r.« mln
for the near future and we nou.c luce to live a arief overview

these proposed improvements in uie foi lotting outline:

I. ...ggir.s Ai-ea fwhere bL:. r.as proposed ran.-e iiuproveaent

projects. *e let! this area needs attention in ire near future

a. v>rusr. erauict.on or removal
urir.g additional water into area from buii o; rings

c. Drift fence coula help

It is the feeling of the mei-ers that such of tn grazing

pressure would re •. . , .. from the »ull -pnr.gs ar.u Line Lanyon

jreas by these- ! -i-r^verents.

Mud Springs
.Ve propose to respray much of the area aro'ir.o

IV. Josie ' C Neil
a. onray bDM it.no eaat side of mountain above .71-

Capell's. In the past few years, with Ir.e addition of the

-jrnr.a- water tc _osie '(. Suil Dar.yor, t.-.e ..: aiir.s press-ir-!

iB sonewhat heavier tnar. in earlier years.

yellow Dog *rea
•>. . apray bru.h i :. this area this year
b. Water project get tc be completed will great-.,

Irorove tr.e di striout : _:: cf cattle on t.iis par" of trie rai.ge

c. ltd have recent!..* started an aerial reseering
pro'-f In t;.e . ellow Dog nrea. u i th the introduction of
iirprove. srsids varieties we feel this may fce a great tc^i

for r«- . ° iiprovement :r. the future.

'.'I. Latch .follow
a . cpray brush

«.any factors enter Into an evaluation of a range s-cr. as;

range studies, conauetec by jour own people, tr.e experience,

eye of cattlemen, erosion (or lac/, cf;, general lacn of fcr^r-

etc. But in the final analysis the performance cf tne cow

should be. rjiver. tr.e greatest weignt. Cattle 8razeo or.tr.is

range consistently have a conception rate In the nigh -fd s.

Calf weaning v.eightB have improved over the years and are as

good ss ury in the area. Mary rancners free .ther areas r.ave

coitr.enteu on the overall excellent corditi.r.s of tr.c cattie

as they come off cf tne range in the fall.

Kany year- turn out time ha: dec.-, aelaye-. ui: to 3 wccks

because the Directors have Tell the gra;s r.-.sn t i.ao

•ufficiert opportunity to cevelop.

Me fee tunewhat .ianrilca].ped by tne fact tnat ELI hadn't a] lis

us tr l-.prove their -and. Although yojr own sudies •

shown an o reral 1 imprcvame-.l j : t." rjr.6' in tne pf-

t.wo areas that are snowing a .la lie

to L'LV: lain '.vnerc loprcveT.ei. I c. .11

probli.n. 1'any of tne bi... acre- u-.;

areas w.tho-'. ..ater, where 1-tii • c

yea:
_ wr.wara trenu arc clcr

help tc aliicvate tr.e

I so]..ted, undesirat.e
n :.e icr.c tc Improve the; .

11
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e feel it ie unjust to give equal weig.it .i determining ,*'JJ.'.'..

to bLi land wnen In many areas It has little if any gcod fcrag'
area. People who know the area would tell you that the private
lands boufclit as part of homesteads orlgtnr.liy settled ir. the
area, are the moat desirable, with water ana feed readily
available.

All three areas shoeing a Static or downward trend are In close
proximity tc available water. *s anyone who Knows, cattle tend

to be more concentrated on or near tne water.

tany of our members are banters and are cor.rittei to main-
taining a fa-orable environment for big game animals.

Although several lumber companies nave cor.tacte i us about

cutting lumber we have fallt-a to let their 10 uo rearing er:

and related problems, .(e will lr. the future itrive to lira: L

the amount of wood cutting ts; .;.-..; pi ce in the area.

ccrr.ee at verv critic
ccd a devastating i ;:ear

the co.v. of i:- -acti:...

'< 36c he-, ~ cut acuIi j.";

.*, alrei' 1; , .1 by lr .-

the - f < el

iVe feel that BL:.. 's propped 2£a ci

time for us. '.Ve have ; ist exper--
of price; at or in no^t ca -e.. u-.*ic

n'itn improve: price? we ere ;ust l

the lout.es. ..'.e economic lTlaCi ?

a leuo of ,150.000. 1 The com- an

!

prices for ot.-.er farm prouicts, would c r.

of such a cut. '..emr.era are g**^red to i.ar.nle e certain acioui

of cattle, a cut of 2£;o would alnost csrtair.ly Involve simi

cuts in tne .-.-<.: c or .-; oi cattl -5 that cculd ic handle bj !:•

oucn a cut w< _: c net oi.ly re:»ce t:.o aluc -f the "• n»re tc

T.e-oer but *.-,uld ccst certainly re., i. t in . decre sse >" -/ .

in the • sIjii of his base property. /* ci* of itfc,- would genri

wipe out -...'.• profit to a nenser iou-y, vi- cc r.c-.iea ..:..*

tney are, it ccld near, the difference -n T-jKing a e c

not "laVi.-.g .-• go of it.

Because vc ov.r. approximately . /_• c: t'.." ra.-. e as feel »•« .-.-•

a large enough interest thnt .t have trie-i !.-. the

continue to nanage the rar.^e '-:.? :e-'. »e K,i:> now.

a sl2eat-e investment in base rrcccrty, ecj.r--..' ,

and fe*l it .s in our best interest tr manage tne r»r.t
-

tne ss"» »ay :.! nave in the Fist. '." such proposals a; the i'~n

cut ycu suggest are allows: to be ir; l-.rc.-.t we may be :ur

to sell to development interest;-, in jrder t. i'.eep o.r

togetnur. ..e, tne directors r. i members of

Cattleirer ' t Corporation st.-o.-.glj oppose in;:

or in tr.-. foresee acie future.

jnd cc-.:

the :.-.ar~:. *fcllfc..

cut at tr. i s t irr

The following is a list of the xembers of the !..arah Valley
Cattlemen's Corporation:

Glade Davi s - Downey
Bill Ward - Downey
lierlln Baetlan - L'alad

Wlllard Eradley - Arbon
Hewitt Hawkes - Downey
Dean Anderson - Arbor.

iVlllard n-iersor. - Arbon
Alva .":gan - Arlmo
•.Villia.Ti Egan - Arimo
Bert illason - Downy
Bill Dahlke - Inkom
Phillip 'orrison - Downey
Dave Treasure - "alad
Wllllarr. .'jhriT.ur. - Downey

&3> 2. S(/L
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Response to Letter No. 2

The 26 percent reduction in the Big Onion Allotment translates into a

loss of approxirately 500 AUMs among IS operators. Since it is a four

month season of use, the maximum herd size reduction would be 12S head

(500 AUMs divided by 4 months). In reality it would probably be much
lower due to other adjustments (such as purchasing additional hay) the
rancher could make. Assuming a 90 percent calving rate, 400-pound calves
and 1979 prices ($89.30 per 100#), the annual revenue loss would be

$40,000 ($2,700 per operator). The income loss would be considerably
lower since operating expenses would also be lower. Cash expenses per

brood cow in Group 4 (the least expensive) is $268 (see p. 3-25 in the

KIS), which totals $34,000 for 125 cows. This leaves a net cash loss of

$6,000. Although such a loss would be felt by the ranchers involved, it

seans unlikely that it would adversely impact the several small
communities in the area.

® United States Depart*
forest si

Caribou National Forest
Malad City, Idaho 83252

of Agriculture S 0£PAKrfc,t
-

N

Tim Hartzell
Bureau of Land Management
Bannock-Oneida Team Loader
Rt. 3, Box #1

Burley, Idaho 83318

n
- w «w, tMK:

ECEIved
APR 1 8 1

AprifT^'1'9800

1 would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
Bannock-Oneida E. I.S.

As you know there is a considerable amount of Natural Resource
Land (BLM) which surrounds the Curlew National Grasslands.

One item of concern is the proposed spray project included under
alternative B. The proposed area located in Wood Canyon is con-
sidered to be important winter habitat for sharp-tailed grouse.
Ouring winter months, sharp-tailed grouse depend on mast (service-
berry, chokecherry, aspen, & rose) for survival, that is always
above the snow. Wood Canyon contains all of these and is considered
a critical wintering area for sharptailed grouse. Therefore, a
spray project in this location could seriously reduce the avail-
able mast and possibly eliminate the sharptail population on the
Curlew National Grassland adjacent to the project.

I know that alternative B is not the selected alternative, however,
the impacts of such a spray project are not adequately discussed
in the EIS and should be if the project is retained in Alternative
B. We would prefer to see the project dropped from all alter-
natives.

Sincerely,

12



Response to Letter No. 3

The impacts to sharp-tailed grouse in Wood Canyon are addressed on p.
4-50 of the EIS. These impacts cover all of the points raised in the
letter. Should Alternative B be the selected course of rangeland
management, BLM would prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) on each
project area prior to implementation. In the case of the Wood Canyon
spray project, IDFG and the Forest Service would be consulted during EA
preparation to help identify impacts, assess alternative site feasibility
and recommend appropriate mitigation for wildlife protection.

©
April 17, 1980

us dep«htmen ,

"EC E , V£r
APR 2 1I98Q

Mr. Nick Uazakas
Bureau of Land Management

Gentlemen:

As president of the Ma lad Chamber of Commerce, I am concerned
with the proposed cuts on BLM permitees in the Pleasantview and
Samaria units. Most of these permitees do their shopping in
Malad. The reduction in income to the cattlemen of this valley
will have a direct economic effect on the local businessmen in
Malad.

We feel you should give more consideration to the cuts
before any action is taken.

Dennis Thomas
President
Malad Chamber of Commerce

Response to Letter No. 4

The economic impact to local communities is addressed for each
alternative in Chapter 4. For example, on p. 4-37 the short-term
secondary impacts {impacts to local business) are estimated to be 548,835
annually under Alternative A. Interviews with ranchers indicated that
purchasing of goods and services occurs in a broad geographic area
extending all the way from Ogden, Utah to Pocatello.

State Of Idaho

DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY PLANNING AND COORDINATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

April 18, 1980

Mr. Nick J. Cozakos
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Burley District Office
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear Mr. Cozakos:

*P*"'
11980

The Idaho State Clearinghouse has completed its review of your
Bannock-Oneida Grazing Draft Environmental Impact Statement
{SAI# 01093156).

Copies of the DEIS were sent to the following agencies for their
review and comment:

Southeast Idaho Council of Governments
Idaho Department of Agriculture
Idaho Department of Lands
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation

Even though these agencies did not return comments to us, we

were glad to assist you in this review.

Please send the Clearinghouse a copy of the Final Environmental
Impact Statement when it is published. If you have any questions
please do not hesitate to call Holly Holmes or myself at 334-3412.

Sincerely,

Gloria Mabbutt, Coordinator
Idaho State Clearinghouse

13
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



6.3

6.3

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND RECREATION SERVICE,

NORTHWEST REGION

91 5 SECOND AVENUE RM 990
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98 I 74

1202-03 BUPEAij

BLM-DES-Bannock/Onelda Grazing «PR o,
NW100

©
(206) 442 4706

Memorandum

To:

Subject:

District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Burley
District Office, Route 3, Box 1, Burley, Idaho 83318

Regional Director, Northwest Region, Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service

Review of Draft Environmental Statement for the Bannock
Oneida Grazing Plan

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject DES. We offer

the following comments for your consideration when preparing the final

environmental statement.

We feel the draft is deficient in its treatment of impacts on historic
resources. The subject is dismissed by a statement that historic sites
will not be affected by any of the alternatives and that they will not

be discussed further (page 3-21). However, there is no evidence that

the location of historic sites relative to areas proposed for range
improvements is known sufficiently to avoid adverse impacts. We are
particularly concerned about possible impacts to portions of the Oregon
Trail and related emigrant routes that occur in the resource area, and

to associated historic sites. We refer you to the Oregon Trail study

report and related map supplement prepared by the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation in 1977. If you do not have copies, we can furnish them.

We suggest the final statement contain a discussion of specific historic

routes and sites, and possible impacts of proposed range improvements or

other ground disturbing activities. The FES should also contain a more

complete discussion of conformance with 36 C.F.R. 800, particularly with

regard to surveys to identify sites eligible for Inclusion in the National

Register of Historic Places and requirements for consulting with the

State Historic Preservation Officer.

"Mfiurice H. Lu:

RVgion;gional Directo

Response to Letter No. 6

6.1 Both Class I (existing data inventory) and Class II (sampling field
inventory) Cultural Inventories were conducted during 1976-78. See p.
3-21 for a brief description of methodologies. Several historic sites
and routes were identified, located and documented in the inventories and
in subsequent planning documents. Due to the possibility of vandalism of
these sites, it was deemed inappropriate to publish their locations in
this document. The location of these sites was examined in relationship
to the projects proposed in the alternative; the determination was made
that the historic sites would not be affected, and therefore, in
accordance with the new Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations, the decision was made that it was not necessary to discuss
these sites at any length. In addition, it should be noted that prior to
any on-the—ground project development a site-specific cultural clearance
involving a Class III Cultural Inventory (intensive field inventory)
would be completed. Should any cultural sites—historic or
prehistoric—be found on the site, the State Historic Preservation
Officer would be contacted for a determination of significance and
development of appropriate mitigative measures necessary to preserve the
site. See p. 2-12 for further discussion.

6.2 Possible impacts of proposed range improvements or other ground
disturbing activities on specific historic routes' and sites was not
identified as an issue relative to the grazing management program during
the scoping process which preceded the preparation of the Bannock-Oneida
EIS. Concern was expressed regarding possible effects on prehistoric
sites only. Therefore, after determining that the identified historic
routes and sites in the Bannock-Oneida area would not be affected by the
proposed projects, it was decided that no detailed discussion of the
sites was necessary. Furthermore , prior to any on-the-ground project
construciton, an Environmental Asessment (EA) for the project would be
completed. This EA would require a site- specific cultural clearance as
detailed in 6.1 above.

6.3 An EA would be prepared for each project prior to on-the-ground
construction. This EA would require a site-specific cultural clearance
as detailed in 6.1 above. In addition, it should be noted that the
Assistant Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer, Thomas J. Green,
toured the area with the Burley District archaeologist during the
inventory period, though not specifically to evaluate inventory
methodologies. Several telephone calls were made between the Burley
District archaeologist and Mr. Green regarding the Class I and Class II
inventories, and both oral and written invitations were made to Mr. Green
and Mr. Merle Wells, Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer, to visit
the Burley District Office specifically to discuss cultural resource
aspects of the Bannock-Oneida Grazing Els.

© April 2*, 1980
Michaud Creek Ranch
Pocatello, -tdaho

Tim Hartzell
Bureau of Land Mang.
Bannock-Oneida EIS
Burley, Idaho

Dear Sir:
The EIS as written does touch on the Increasing use of ORV s

and Motorcycles. In the Pocatello Unit the Impact of the
ORV' e and motorcycle traffic plus the Increase numbers of people
shooting In the area, needs much more attention.

Aa It is now there Is no control over ORV's and motorcycles
as to where or when they can be on BLM land, there should be
more control so they can not be on the ground when It Is too
wet or unstable. And should not be allowed to make a new road

or trail where ever they please. People should be allowed to

shoot only In certlan areas and not in all direction aa it Is

now.

If livestock grazing Is controlled tp specific times, places,
and numbers then the rest of the land users should be controlled
also.

As to the grazing cute proposed in some of the allotments In
the Bannock-Oneida EIS, I think that the BLM should go much
slower and not be in such a hurry to make these cuts and
possible put many of these ranchers out of business. Grazing
conditions In many of these allotments can be Improved by
cooperation between the BLM and the ranchers without some of
these drastic cuts.

If some of these allotments are In bad enough condition to
warrant large reductions because of one EIS, then I think the
BLM must have been doing a poor Job of managing these allotments
for many years.

Yours truly,

Robert Swanson
Michaud Creek Ranch
Star Rt. Box 44
Pocatello, Idaho 83201

© U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
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Tim Hartzel

1

Bureau of Land Management
Bannock-Oneida Team Leader

Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear Mr. Hartzell:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its review

of the Bannock-Oneida Grazing Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

We are in general impressed with the quality of the statement, the

attempts made to reduce the environmental impacts, and the commitment

to maintain the carrying capacity of the resource. Considerable

effort and thought was committed to the development of the DEIS

with the impacts of each alternative objectively presented. We are

especially pleased with the "summary" provided at the end of each

discussion of environmental consequences. We believe that the proposed

action effectively addresses most of the decision criteria and has

the potential of improving the short and long-term conditions of the

resource. We do have a few comments which we believe can increase

the utility and quality of the final statement.

We question whether Alternative D "Decreased Livestock Use" is a

reasonable and truly implementable alternative from a BLM perspective.

43 CFR Part 1601.5-5 states that the intent of the formulation of

alternatives is to explore all reasonable resource management alterna-

tives. Alternative B "Increased Livestock Use" represents an average

increase of 6,500 AUM's above the existing situation while Alternative

D decreases AUM's by 32,000, a difference in magnitude of five times.

A 49% reduction of the five year average license use level would

cause unacceptable adverse effects on the socio-economic base of the

local communities, thereby eliminating this alternative from serious

consideration. We recommend that a more modest reduction in livestock

use with some livestock range improvement and protection be considered

to increase the viability of Alternative D.
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The economic analysis is oriented only toward local economic impacts.

We suggest that economic costs and benefits at the national level

also be presented, including public expenditures as well as public

revenues associated with the implementation of the various alternatives.

Note that from a national perspective and barring severe unemployment,

secondary or multiplier economic impacts are simply inter-regional

redistributions and do not figure into total national economic effects.

EPA is concerned that with the increased intensity of grazing as

suggested by the proposed action, "a continued long-term decline in

carrying capacity for riparian associated wildlife would be expected",

page 4-22. In addition, we note that "the proposed action could

cause significant chanaes in sediment yield from some allotments."

"Local impacts on fisheries, aesthetics, and other related resources

could be significant." We also believe that the potential exists

for a significant decrease in range condition. The shift by cattle

to browse, that has been observed over much of the area, apparently

results in the consumption of more than 20% of the important winter

shrubs and could have adverse effects on mule deer populations.

Intensive monitoring of range condition, water quality, and fluctuations

in wildlife populations, with adequate management flexibility to

decrease the number and change the location of cattle appears essential

to protect the overall carrying capacity of the resource, upon which

the long-term economic well-being of the ranchers depends. Specific

criteria, which if exceeded would unacceptably decrease carrying

capacity, should be developed and enforced to insure resource protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has rated this draft statement

L0-1 (L0 - Lack of Objections; 1 - Adequate Information). This rating

will be published in the Federal Register in accordance with our

responsibility to inform the public of our views on proposed Federal

actions under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this environmental statement.

If you have any questions or would like to discuss these comments,

please feel free to contact me or Scott Berg of my staff, at (206)

442-1285 or (FTS) 399-1285.

Response to Letter No. 8

.1 As noted on p. 1-2, the alternatives were formulated in response to
specific needs and issues identified in the planning and EIS "scoping"
processes. Alternative D is no exception.

For the rationale used in the development of Alternative D, see pp.
2-26 to 2-29.

.2 The public funds required to install and maintain the proposed range
improvements are shown in the income section of each alternative analyzed
in Chapter 4. Further analysis of the national economic effects has been
reserved for the benefit/cost analysis of each proposed Allotment
Management Plan. These plans will be developed, as appropriate,
following the final decisions on rangeland management in the EIS area.

.3 Under the management proposed in Alternative A, good range condition
would increase from 16 to 78 percent of the EIS area, while poor
condition range would decline from 20 to 3 percent of the area (Table
4-7, p. 4-13). Grazing systems in Alternative A have incorporated
mitigation to limit livestock utilization of deer winter forage to less
than 20 percent of annual shrub growth (p. 2-9). Utilization studies
would be employed by BLM personnel to make this determination. Further
adjustments might be needed as a result of monitoring. As indicated on
p. 4-23, "The mitigations that have been incorporated into the Proposed
Action should alleviate potential adverse impacts to winter habitat."

Sincerely,

Roger A, Mochnick, Acting Chi

Environmental Evaluation Branch
ef

© Advisory
Council On
Historic

Preservation

1522 K Street NW
Washington D.C.

20005

©
Page 2

Mr. Tim Hartzell
Bannock-Oneida Resource Area
April 22, 1980

April 22, 1980

Mr. Tim Hartzell
Bureau of Land Management
Bannock-Oneida Team Leader
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, ID 83318

Dear Mr. Hartzell:

This is to acknowledge your letter received by the Council
March 27, 1980, forwarding the draft environmental statement
(DES) for range management in the Bannock-Oneida Resource
Area of southeastern Idaho. A Programatic Memorandum of
Agreement between the Bureau of Land Management, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, and the National Conference
of State Historic Preservation Officers regarding the Live-
stock Grazing and Range Improvement Program was ratified by
the Council's Chairman, January 14, 1980. A copy is enclosed
for your convenience.

The BLM must reference the PMOA and explain these concerns
in the Final Environmental Statement to fulfill its
responsibilities under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. Sec 470f, as amended,
90 Stat. 1320) and Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11593,
"Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment,"
at this stage of its development of its range management
program.

Should you have any questions or need assistance, please
contact Betty J. LeFree at (303) 234-4946, an FTS number.

Sincerely yours^

Division of

Pursuant to the PMOA, the BLM is to conduct a Class I

(existing data inventory) and Class II (sampling field inven-
tory) inventories prior to the preparation of the DES. We
note in this DES that the Class II inventories were not
uniform and some Planning Units were subject to an intuitive
survey while others were surveyed using a 5 percent random sample
technique. Were these techniques acceptable to the Idaho State
Historic Preservation Officer, as defined in the Stipulation 1(a)

of the PMOA?

Another of the stipulations is that both the agreement and the
inventory reports identifying historic and cultural properties
will be referenced in each environmental statement. We could
not find evidence of this in the DES.
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Response to Letter No. 9

Ihomas J, Green, Assistant Idaho State Historic Preservation Officer,
visited the field with the Burley District archaeologist during the
inventory, though not specifically to evaluate inventory methodologies.
Additional contacts with the State Historic Preservation Office were made
throughtout the inventory and EIS process. See Response 6.3 for further
detail.

The Draft Programmatic Memorandum of rtgreement was not developed
until early 1979—after all field inventory in the EIS area had been
completed—and was not finalized until January 14, 1980, just three weeks
prior to completion of the DEIS. The inventory was completed at the

appropriate planning stage and without the guidance of the present BLM
Manual (not completed until 1978). The requirement for approval of

inventory modification as stipulated in the PMOA was not in existence
when the inventory was done.

Reference is made to the Draft PMOA on p. 2-12. Amend text on p. 3-21 to
include: "site inventory reports were prepared for sites identified
during the inventory process and were used to prepare the planning
documents for the Bannock-Oneida area. Copies of said reports are
located at the BLW District Office in Burley, at the Idaho State
University Museum in Pocatello, and with the Idaho State Historic
Preservation Office."

Site-specific identification of sites located and identified both
prior to and during the inventory was excluded from the EIS in order to

prevent potential vandalism.

The PMOA (draft) has been referenced; see p. 2-12. Additional intormation
related on this page indicates the process which would be followed should
significant sites be identified during site-specific cultural clearances
(involves a Class III Cultural Inventory) required for each project prior
to construction. This procedure is in compliance with Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, and other
regulatory mandates.

Mt. Nick Cozakos
April 23, 1980
Page 2

deficient allotments or the ability to determine animal
behavior traits on the allotments, it is not correct to
assume that 1985 population goals would be met. It also
appears that the Bureau of Land Management is abrogating its
responsibility by deliberately withholding adequate forage
al lotments and forcing mule deer off Bureau lands onto
adjoining state and private lands.

3. Elk

The increase of livestock forage allocation of 5 to 514
percent in important elk areas can create severe
problems. In areas that have had little livestock use
during the past five years conflicts will result due to
social intolerance levels that exist between livestock
and elk. Increases in stress created by animals
attempting to adjust to less suitable areas will result
in decreased numbers . These stress factors include
loss of traditional calving areas, adverse terrain
features and availability of forage and water.

4

.

Sage Grouse

Inference is made that only short-term population
declines will occur due to grazing systems and vegetative
conversions. We believe the results of such changes in
range uses and habitat types will be long-term and
result in permanently-decreased populations.

5. Sharp- tailed Grouse

Same as for sage grouse.

6. Furbearers

Decline in furbearer habitat in unfenced riparian
areas.

7. Aquatic Wildlife

"Proposed forage allocation to result in an overall
decline of fishing habitat quality." Additional stream
protection is essential not only along major fish
production streams but along all streams in order to
enhance water quality and potential fish productivity.

M STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

April 23, 1980

600 SO WALNUT ST PO BOX 25

BOISE, IDAHO 83707

Mr. Nick Cozakos
Bureau of Land Management
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, ID 83318

Dear Mr. Cozakos:

The Idaho Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Bannock-Oneida
Grazing Plans. Our comments are primarily directed toward
Alternative A (Proposed Action) and Alternative D and their
effect on fish and wildlife resources as outlined in the
draft. As the agency responsible for managing tjiese resources
in this state we can not support the Proposed Action (Alternative
A) because of the numerous adverse impacts on both fish and
wildlife. The following is a brief description of some of
the more significant impacts that concern us. These and
other impacts are outlined in Table 2-11 on pages 2-34
through 2- 36

:

1 . Sensitive Wildlife

Quoting from page 2-34, "seven percent of ferruginous
hawk nests abandoned in Black Pine Valley." This
action is contrary to a Master Memorandum of Understanding
dated June, 1977, between our Department and the BLM
which states in part: "Insure to the best of their
abilities that critical habitats and populations of
sensitive species occurring on lands administered by
the Bureau will be managed and/or conserved to maintain
population numbers of these sensitive species."

Mule Deer
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Mr. Nick Cozakos
April 23, 1980
Page 3

In addition many of the allotments in the proposed alternative
would not provide high enough population levels of deer, elk
and antelope to meet 1985 projected goals and objectives as
described in our fish and wildlife policy plan. We feel
that not only the 1985 objectives should be met, but that it
is essential long-term goals and objectives to 1990 be met
in order to provide for the future needs of the users of
these resources.

In considering the other four alternatives, we would support
Alternative D recommending decreased livestock forage and
enhancement benefits for wildlife. The benefits to both
fish and wildlife resources are significant and would
provide population levels of deer, elk and antelope to meet
1990 goals and objectives as outlined in the Department r

s

policy plan. Our support for Alternative D is based on the
fol lowing

:

1

.

Sensitive Wildlife

No increased disturbance factors would occur to ferru-
ginous hawks and the objectives outlined in the Master
Memorandum of Understanding previously referred to
would be met

.

2. Mule Deer

As proposed, livestock numbers would be controlled "to
maintain long-term productivity of important shrub
(winter) ranges" and "Reduced livestock grazing levels
would compensate for early spring or late fall grazing."
The reduction in the intensity of fall livestock grazing
on deer winter ranges would be beneficial to deer by
increasing their present carrying capacity and allow
necessary goals and objectives to be met.

3. Elk

An increase in elk populations would occur and a reduc-
tion in excessive social intolerance levels between elk
and livestock could be expected in those areas proposed
for reduced numbers of livestock.

4

.

Sage Grouse

Improved range conditions would result in increased
production of succulent forbs. Protection of upland
meadows for broods would be achieved. Reduced impacts
on nesting sites would be accomplished through reduced
grazing and vegetative conversions.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Mr. Nick Cozakos
April 23, 1980
Page 4

Response to Letter No. 10

5. Sharp-tailed Grouse

Same as for sage grouse.

6. Furbearers

Fencing of seven miles of riparian vegetation would
increase herbaceous cover and forage for furbearers.
Streamside vegetation is essential to these mammals and
must be managed if this resource is to be maintained.

7. Aquatic Habitat

Wildlife and fishery habitat conditions would be improved
by fencing of seven miles of major trout-producing
streams. Miles of streams classified as "excellent"
and "good" fisheries would increase by 311% and 25%,
respectively. We support stream protection by fencing
and controlled livestock grazing on all streams where
water quality and fish production can be enhanced.

If it is determined that Alternative A is going to be the
selected course of action, we recommend that modifications
be made that will reduce the stated impacts to both fish and
wildlife. If we, as a wildlife agency, are going to keep up

with the increased demands by users of our fish and wildlife
resources, it will necessitate the cooperation and considera-
tion of the land management agencies to provide the habitats
essential to accomplish these goals.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views on the
proposed plan and alternatives outlined in the draft EIS.

Sincerely

,

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME

kob'ertL. Salted
Acting Director

Clearinghouse
SAH01093156

10.1 The affected hawk nest is located in an area proposed for chaining and
aerial seeding (see pp. 4-27 and 4-28). Pursuant to the Master Memo of
Understanding with IDFG, BLM has submitted the proposed vegetation
manipulation plans to IDFG Regions 4 and 5 for their site specific
project evaluation. Also, BW would prepare an Environmental Assessment
(EA) on specific sites prior to project implementation. IDFG would have
the opportunity to review these EAs and recommend appropriate mitigation
for wildlife protection. Both these opportunities for consultation would
help to insure that sensitive species habitat is protected.

10.2 As stated on p. 4-19, mule deer forage would be deficient in nine Section
15 allotments comprising only 1 percent of the public land in the EIS
area. Natural forage limitations are a factor in this area; on six of
the nine allotments the estimated number of deer exceeds the capability
of the range to provide the necessary forage even if no livestock were
permitted to graze. Hence, in these cases there is no forage to
withhold. Redistribution would be likely to take place on adjoining
lands and, more importantly, 1985 mule deer population goals would be met
on an EIS area-vide basis.

10.3 The EIS indicates that more than enough forage would be provided for elk
with 1985 population demands being satisfied. The EIS indicates (p.
4-20) that social intolerance would be most significant in the Johnson
and Soloago Allotments, which are inhabited by an estimated 30 percent of
all elk on public land.

10.4 The EIS indicates (p. 2-11) the monitoring program that would be
conducted to evaluate the percent forage utilization in sage grouse
habitat. It also indicates (p. 4-29) that land treatments would be
conducted in areas where sagebrush currently does not provide high
quality nest cover. As stated on p. 4-29, "the seeding of succulent
forbs into the treated area would enhance the habitat." Water
developments would improve sage grouse summer habitat. Project
consultation with IDFG would be conducted as indicated in Response 10.1.

10.5 The EIS does not support this conclusion. Ihe analysis in the EIS points
to isolated adverse effects, but sharp-tailed grouse would benefit
overall as a result of improved water supply and increased vegetative
rest in nesting and brood-rearing areas. Project consultation with IDFG
would be conducted as indicated in Response 10.1.

10.6 As a result of Alternative A, 1985 population goals would be achieved for

elk, antelope and mule deer. Only in 1 percent of the EIS area, nine
Section 15 allotments, would mule deer forage fall short of 1985 goals.
On the other 99 percent of the public land in the EIS area, mule deer
forage would meet and in many cases exceed 1985 IDFG population goals.

® Bocklanft Srljool District Do.WA
IN COUNTY OF POWER

POST OFFICE BOX 119

ROCKLAND, IDAHO 83271

208/548-2231

©
May 1 , 1980

U. ° . 'Vrartnent of the TntPr'^r
^'^an n Lflnn w,pmr"i T)'>nt.

^nnlov District

°ntl preen :

To Whom It May Concern:

As a local educator, I am very much concerned with the cut back of grazing

lands in the Rockland area. The cattle owners in this area are a vital

part of our economy. As they lose grazing land time, they lose profits,

which are important to the well being of our community.

We are dependent on these people who help to provide a tax base for

our schools. It is my desire to go on record as being opposed to any

cut backs in grazing rights in the Rockland area.

Most Sincerely,

fj 'ibid 7*/m
Paul Wilford, Supt. of School

Th» fa'rv Creeli -sedat'on A-es n rt aurep ultti the
^LM statements "n crass aval 1 ab1 1

i tv : or. In ether
""*i their test nlots, because el' the whereabouts
the BLM neonle showed us thev were made. All ol' them
were made o<t>er in the bottom ol eanvons, on rockv
r'dces or 'n heovllv used areas whene eattle co to
water. The useape of the other areas nl the ranee
are determined bv test riots on cronnd that ( Is
silnrose to Kethe samp so'i); however, we feel that
there i s no wav nosslblo to have an accurate ' orage
evaluation b" cronnd that is PC to to miles awav.
This <s a cenerai ' nt i - r of foraee. ive believe there
should be no ce n eral l?at1on ; ancj therefore, vour I'orace
studv 1s 'n error.

is 1= indicated bv vnur ",n .,t studies, the lorace 1n
Dairv Creek is on tbe increase. Therefore, we believe
w'th the Imnrovements slated for the Dairv Creek ranee,
1t would increase the caracltv without E& members *av1nc
to take a reduction In rermits.

The Dairy Creek allotment 1n th« castas seen no where
near In comparison the 1m-royements t*at have been made
on all R'jrrcundlnc rt.m ar«as.
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Response, to Letter No. 12

12.1 All range sites were sampled, including representative areas of canyon
bottoms, ridges, slopes, etc. The sample sites were agreed upon by the
SCS Soil Survey party leader and the BLM Ecological Site Inventory Method
party leader to assure that vegetation production sample sites were on
representative areas from both the soil and vegetation stand-point.
Utilization and stage of phenology was taken into consideration and
appropriate upward adjustments in total current year's production were
made, as pointed out in Appendix A.

12.2 According to standard approved methodology developed and tested by SCS to
inventory range land, range sites in like condition with like vegetation
and amounts of precipitation have like amounts of vegetation production.
Again, this is explained in Appendix A.

12.3 The forage increases can be attributed to the 23 percent voluntary

non-use that association members have taken over the 1974-1978 period,
during which average licensed use totaled 784-AUMs. The initial forage

allocation proposed under Alternative A is 780 AUMs. With improvements

proposed under Alternative A, the long-term stocking rate would be 827

AUMs or 5 percent greater than five-year average licensed use level.
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Response to Letter No. 13

13.1 BLM inventories indicate that 85 percent of the Bancroft Allotment is in

good ecological condition and 15 percent in fair condition. Studies
conducted over a ten-year period indicate that the overall trend of the

allotment is static to very slowly declining. The two major factors that
account for the proposed livestock use reductions are: (1) Approximately
21 percent of the allotment is considered unsuitable for grazing due to
steep slopes (over 50 percent); and (2) a little over 53 percent of the

area is composed of mountain shrub and Douglas fir vegetation types.
These two vegetation types make up a large portion of the good range

condition, but are types that do not normally produce very large
quantities of livestock (cattle) forage. The sheep use identified in

Table 2-4 is composed of crossing permits.

13.2 Production information of the Bancroft Allotment was collected during the

summer of 1978. A review of the annual 1978 Idaho C lima tological
Publication indicated that the annual precipitation for the Pocatello and

Henry recording stations had a departure from normal of less that
one-half inch. The Bancroft Allotment is between these two recording
stations.

BLM range studies (trend, actual use and utilization) are long-term
(ten years). Therefore, both above and below normal precipitation are
considered in these.

®X / To Whom It May Concern,

Hay 1 1980

Kith the proposed REDUCTION OF CATTLE GRAZING ALLOTMENTS, we feel that

several points need clarification and In some Instances, they need to be told

as they really are.

To begin with, we fully support the SAGEBRUSH REBELLION because of the

lack of attention the Federal Government has given to Its lands. Other

than collection of our fees and maybe checking to see If we are off the

range 1n the Fall, we never hear nor see them. When they feel like a

problem 1s apparent, too many times, they send out completely unqualified
people to make assesments of the range. Past years and knowledge of "old

timers" 1s never even given a thought. Itf they had been putting back part

of our range fees Into our range for Improvements all these years we would

have grass knee deep and water 1n every canyon. We have failed to see hardly

a dime of this money. Probably where the biggest cut should come 1s 1n the

number of personnel and the equipment 1n their disposal 1n the BLM office.

We feel this 1s a must 1f they cut the number of our permits.

Here are some specific examples of facts as they are stated wrongly:

- 1
I Cows can't utilize anything with more than a 501 slope.

This statement 1n theory of some cha1r-r1d1ng flat land office cowboy

1s so far from the truth 1t Is pathetic. 65% of our range Is deemed oon-

grazable because of this and yet all one needs do Is go and look to see

where the cows are grazing. We have never seen any erosion from the cattle

grazing these slopes but we have eeen plenty from the so-called sportsmen

who take pride 1n riding and driving their motorcycles and 4-wheel drive

pick-ups up these slopes.

No one seems to worry about what will happen 1f the grass Is not grazed

off and gets nice and tall and dry come Fall. Then about harvest time some

careless camper #11 start a fire wllch will not only burn thousands of
acres of range land but maybe even thousands of acres of ripe wheat that

borders the range. Fighting fire in these mountains 1s almost an Impos-

sibility because of inaccesibllityof equipment.

If the Federal government needed to spend some money so desperately,

why waste it on an environmental Impact study that 1s meaningless to these

mountains and ranges. Too many conclusions are drawn from texts written

for the mid-west and east and by people who have never seen a water hole

or blade of range grass of even a pile of cowmanure, which brings me back

to the EIS. How much range improvement could have been done with the money

spent on this EIS? It 1s staggering to the mind!

Instead of doing an EIS they should have made a study of what effect

CUTTING OUR PERMITS 46X would have on the economic stabillW of our county.

In our small association 115 people are directly affected to the point

of being without, moving, changing occupations, or going on welfare. When

this 1s broadened our it affects almost all the businesses In the county, and

what we don't need in our economy right now is more businesses closing

their doors.

We very strongly feel that the BLM should work this thing through with

us taking our Interests and lively-hood into consideration. We, as TYPICAL
AMERICANS are getting tired of government telling us what we can do with our

own land and the lands we Jointly own with other Americans. If our govern-

ment agencies can't do this with us then it 1s time we tell these agencies

where to go, and with the help of the courts this is possible.

Sincerely,

Far-old Nelson

Merrill Permann

Jim Woodworth

George Ud)r

Richard Udy

Harold Permann

Gene Nelson

Orrln Taysoa

Burton Anderson

Richard May

4W
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^y^-^ry^^ *?6b&£iJ Merrill Walker

//fJ/Mv^J'Z 'S^'L/vv^vk/i— Alan Permann

Orvllle Nelson

Harold Tyler

Robert 5*1 Hett

Glenna Nelson

James Boblnson

Richard Nelson

Dean Nelson
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Terry Anderson
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Response to Letter No. 14

14.1 Suitability should not be confused with useability. Page 3-12 indicates
many areas can be grazed by livestock and are therefore useable, but may
not be suitable for grazing on a long-term basis because of the resulting
damage to the area or adjacent areas. The following table (from work
done by Mueggler, cited in BLM Information Memo DSC-76-54) points out the
relative time cattle spend at different distances up slopes of various
steepness:

Relative Time Cattle Spend at Different
Distances Up Slopes of Various Steepness

Data from Mueggler (1965)

Distance Slope, Percent
upslope

,

yards 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 78 42 29 22 18 15 13 11

200 70 38 26 20 16 13 11 10
300 63 34 23 18 14 12 10

400 57 31 21 16 13 11

600 47 25 17 13 11

800 38 21 14 11

1,000 32 17 12

1,400 21 12

Information in the above table and work done by Stoddart et al.

(1975), along with work done by Brady (1974) regarding the eroding power
of water when doubling velocity of runoff, resulted in the guidelines
that slopes greater that 50 percent were unsuitable for grazing.

However, since some livestock use is made on the steep slopes some
credit was allowed for this use by incorporating actual use, utilization
and trend data into the forage allocation formula, as explained in
Appendix A.
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DANIEL A POOLE
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L, L WILLLAM50N
Secretary

Response to Letter No. 15

15.1 Alternative D was developed to maximize non-livestock values, one of

which is riparian habitat. Specific riparian habitat hmprovements are

detailed on pp. 4-74 and 4-75 of the EIS.

15.2 See Response 10.3.

15.3 Under Alternative A (Proposed Action) approximately half of the
allotments in the EIS area would receive downward adjustments ranging

from 7 to 83 percent, with an average 20 for the EIS area as a whole.

Mr. Tim Hartzell
Bureau of Land Management
Bannock - Oneida Team Leader
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear Sir:

The Wildlife Management Institute is pleased to

ONEIDA, GRAZING ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT, Idaho.

on BANNOCK

We were unable to meet the deadline for this report, but request
consideration of our views.

Alternative D, Grazing Reduction, would be much better for wildlife

than Alternative A. It is unusual to see a plan that actually increases
AUMs for livestock from the 5-year average.

This may be one of the reasons we consider the proposed action
deficient in providing proper care and management for riparian systems.

On page 2-36 there is an increase of .6 miles of stream to excellent

conditions, but an unacceptable increase of 2.3 miles to poor condition.

There are only 146 acres of riparian lands on the area; their
importance is discussed on p. 4-27. We suggest greatly improved manage-

ment of this Important wildlife land.

I The elk damages shown on 4-20 should be eliminated by management
I changes.

I

The plan, as written, is designed to avoid cuts in livestock grazing.

Wildlife would suffer as a result.

These comments have been coordinated with William B. Morse, the

Institute's Western Representative.

/G&^kZ <2Jtelec_.

Daniel A. Poole
President

DEDICATED TO WILDLIFE SINCE 7977

MYRON JONES

SI ® COMMITTEES MYRON JONES

House of Representatives

State of Idaho

House of Representatives

State of Idaho

Mr. Nick James Cosakos
Dist. Manager, B.L.M.
Burley office
Burley, Idaho

Dear Nick,

My comments and feelings I had while reading the drafted
Environmental impact statement of the proposed range management
of the Oneida Bannock resource area of southeast Idaho, varied
from dismay to anger. I do not presently graze cattle on the
public range, but for the past 30 years I did.

The specialists who drafted this statement have very little
understanding of the cattle industry. I would like you to know
my opinion about this draft.

1. The drafted E.I.S. is so repetitious it is very disturbing.

2. The concern for the bat and crawfish is given greater
emphasis than the economic impact to the cattlemen.
Little consideration is given to the fact that lifestock
raising is the major industry in the area. The impact
to the industry is given a multiplier of seven, which
as commonly used would have a very serious impact on the
whole economy of southeastern Idaho. That could and
would affect the fiscal impact of the whole state.

3. The wildlife, fish and game were given top priority.
No comments were given as to what affect modern firearms
and long hunting seasons would have on reducing game
numbers. There were no comments about the predator
effect on upland gave birds or the wildlife killed by
predators.

The grazing of lifestock has very little if any
affect on fish habitat and aquatic life.

if. The men who wrote the drafted E.I.S. have no knowledge of
what the range was like years ago when several herds of
sheep were in the area. Thousands to the herd grazed
the ranges of southeast Idaho. It is common knowledge
that sheep graze much closer to the ground and are much
harder on the ranges. These men have not seen the
improvements from the past.

Sheep are no longer on the range and cattle numbers
have already been reduced considerably. The turn-out
date has been changed from April to nearly June 1st.

5. This type of activity, such as the E.I.S. statement, by
the bureaucrats and environmentalists is one of the
reasons, if not the main reason for the sagebrush rebel-
lion and tax rebellion. If this type of thinking is con-
tinued things will get worse and the people will be up
in arms and revert to revolution. When you displace
people and seriously affect their livelihood they can-
not stand idly by.

I believe in the multiple use of these lands but there
should be no reduction of cattle or A.U.M.s. I could say much
more but just let me say that these lands are public lands and
I hope you will listen to the people. There should be greater
cooperation between B.L.M. officials and the cattlemen.

Very Sincerely,

Myron Jones
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Response to Letter No. 16

16.1 A great deal of research and work was done in the EIS area developing
ranch budgets to analyze impacts. All grazing associations in the area
were invited to participate, and in fact many did. The final budgets
were reviewed by these associations and no dissenting comment was
received. Multipliers that exceed 2 are uncommon. In fact, a report by
the New Mexico State University Extension Service states, "A multiplier
that exceeds 2 should be subjected to critical review before acceptance
or use in further analysis." Money may change hands or turn over eight
times, but each time it does money leaks out of the regional economy to
pay for supplies, wages, raw materials, etc. Thus, the multiplier used
in this study {approximately 1.6) is fairly high.

16.2 Numerous studies have shown that livestock grazing can affect all four
components of the aquatic system—streamside vegetation, stream channel
morphology, shape and quality of the water column and the structure of

the soil portion of the streambank or wetland. The KIS explains the

effects of grazing on aquatic wildlife (see pp. 3-17; 4-21 and 4-22; 4-26

and 4-27; and elsewhere).

17

Idaho BatvH & Trwsst Co.
Member Fede'ol Oepotil Iniuronce Corporator

BOX 1 788 - POCATELLO IDAHO 63201

Bureau of Land Management
200 South Oakley Highway
Burley, ID 83318

Attn: Range Manag

Dear Mr. Ketchum:

.Chris Ketchum

This letter is to support the opposition by the East Fork Cattle

Grazing Association to any further cuts in the grazing AUMS on this

particular area.

Due to the fact that pasture is limited in the valley and the farmers

in this area need their land for supplemental income from crops and the

raising of hay, these areas need to be kept at their present volume of

grazing. It is my understanding that the spring turn out dates have

been set back the last year or so and this in itself would act as a cut

in the grazing units. Also, the Bureau should be aware of the increased

cost of operations versus income.

Availability of supplemental pasture in these areas is almost non-existent

and these fanners and ranchers have geared their present operations to the

now existing numbers of cattle in their herds.

To arrange for out of the area grazing is prohibitive due to cost and

availability.

Most of my life has been spent in the cattle business. From my own

experience these are legitimate requests by ranchers who have utilized

these ranches over the years.

L. J. "Buck" Bailey
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Response to Letter No. 18

18.1 See Response 12.1.

18.2 Resource impacts result frccn actual use levels, not non-use. Hence- the

need to consider adjustments from actual use to protect resource values.

In January, 1980, 625 AUMs of non-use was transferred out of the

Pleasantview Allotment. Four other pending non-use transfers would
remove a total of 799 AUMs from the Pleasantview and Samaria Allotments.

These transfers would be considered in any adjustments decided for these

areas.

18.3 Forage inventories show adequate AUMs for the sheep demand, but not for

cattle. This is due to several factors: (1) the difference in preference

of vegetation, i.e., cattle prefer grass, of which there is not enough,

while sheep prefer forbs and browse, of which there is plenty; (2) the

terrain is steep, inaccessible and water is poorly distributed, which

creates problems for cattle, but not sheep; (3) the sheep demand is small

so takes less forage to satisfy.

18.4 Members of the Pleasantview Association have regularly participated in

the planning process, and a great many of their suggestions have been

adopted. The proposed developments listed in Tables 2-6 and 2-7 were

suggested by the association membership, as was the May 15 turnout date.

18.5 Federal regulations (CEQ Rules and Regulations 1502.14) require the

inclusion of a "No Action" alternative in all EISs. Tt> schedule new

projects or range developments under Alternative E (No Action) would make

the alternative self-contradictory. "No Action" means no action would be

undertaken to alter the existing situation.

It should be noted, too, that at no point in the planning or public

"scoping" process was it recommended that the EIS analyze an alternative

that would freeze grazing use at the current five-year average while

funding projects designed to increase grazing capacity.

18.6 Alternative A (Proposed Action) does not require that cattle be kept off

deer winter range, only that livestock utilization of important mule deer

winter forage be limited to less than 20 percent of the annual shrub

growth (p. 2-9).

18.7 The State of Utah study on the economic values of hunting and fishing

days was used because it was the closest such study available.
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May 4, 1980
Tim Hartzell

Team Leader
Bureau Of Land Management
Bannock-Oneida Envlromental Impact Statement
Route 9, Box 1

Burley, ID 83318

RE: Written Comments regarding Draft EIS of the proposed Range
Management In the Bannock-Oneida Resource Area, ID.

Dear Mr. Hartzell,

On behalf of the Samaria Grazing Association we want to express

our concern with the projected production methodology. and the results

determined therefrom reflected in the Draft EIS conducted by Bureau

personnel on the Samaria allotment which was a prime factor in your

recommedations to reduce our permits. Our actual experience 1n using

the range is that there is more forage being produced than your studies

reflect, there is more than enough for the present alloted use. Due to

improvements and the use of the South Stone allotment from May to June

of each year, the range is in much better condition than at any time

in recent history.

We have reviewed the maps supplied by the Bureau showing the

locations of plots where production data was gathered on the Samaria

allotment, we are very concerned that the vast majority of the plots

are along roads and watering areas and do not realistically reflect

the actual forage production of the allotment. Most of the areas where

the best feed is located and used by the livestock were not even sampled.

19

The morning following the public hearing held in Malad we discussed

these concern with the Bureau's personnel that supervised the production

studies and were told that data from other sample locations in areas such

as Rockland and Inkom with simlliar soil strata as the Samaria allotment

were used 1n production determinations. It was represented to us that

this procedure was simlliar to that used by the ASCS in slmiHar deter-

minations. In reviewing this with local ASCS personnel we have been told

that this type of sampling methodology only is useful in determlng the

possible capability of soil with simlliar characteristics and that several

other factors such as use, vegetation types and weather conditions etc.,

were also critically Important 1n such determinations.

We definitely feel that the forage production data being relied on

by the Bureau for the Samaria allotment 1s inadequate and does not

represent the true conditions of the range.

Response to Letter No. 19

19.1 A review of Table 3-3 indicates that only 1,664 acres of the Samaria
Allotment is in good condition. This leaves 23,619 acres in fair or
poor condition. The table also points out that 4,560 acres have a

static trend. It should also be pointed out that use in the South Stone
Allotment was made possible by fencing out the allotment from the
present Curlew Allotment.

19.2 See Response 12.1.

19.3 See Response 12.2.

19.4 The forage production data determined for the Samaria Allotment is a

result of completion of a standard tested range inventory procedure
developed by the SCS and supplemented with long-term data which includes

actual use, utilization and trend data. All four sources of data were
analyzed before a proposed forage allocation was made.

As another matter we are also concerned that the South Stone allot-

ment Is not being seeded as represented to us over the years by the

Bureau, several areas have been cleard and should be seeded and thus

Increase the forage available.

cc: Williams & Castleton Law Firm
Preston, ID

Tours very truly,

Richard A. Goddard

erazlnn Association r ..
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Response to Letter No. 20

20.1 It is acknowledged that Oneida County is less industrialized than the
other counties in the EIS area. In addition, 73 percent of all grazing
privileges in the EIS area are in allotments in Oneida County. This does
not mean that 73 percent of all potential economic impacts would occur in
Oneida County. Some ranchers who utilize these allotments do not live in

the county. Also, sparsely populated counties such as Oneida are not
self-contained economies. Several ranchers were contacted in June, 1979,
who said they did a good deal of their shopping outside the county
(itocatello, Brigham City, etc.). In order to account for these
residential and shopping patterns, a multi-county area that included
those major shopping and living areas was analyzed.

321 Buchanan
American Palls,
May 3, 1980

Idaho 63211

Mr. Tim Hartzell
Bureau of land Management
Bannock-Oneida Environmental Impact Statement
Route 3, Box 1
Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear Mr. Hartzell:

The following are my comments regarding the

Environmental Impact Statement, representing myself as

permittee on the Indian Springs grazing allotment. Our

family was established in the sheep business on this

range in 1931. I was sold i interest in 1943. and became

owner In 1963. With the decline of the aheep industry

in Idaho, we converted to cattle in 1969.

Two other permittees are on this allotment: Mr*

Munk, with exchange use only and no B.L.M. rights, and

Mr. Walker, with 150 A.U.M.'s established In 1957. Our

grazing qualif ications were 2100 A.U.M.'s with 117

suspended when cattle replaced sheep.

Sufficient time was not allowed to fully cover the

E.I.S. draft, and I question some of the methods used to

arrive at the conclusions of the E.I.S. proposals.

Since this range Is 4096 private and 60% public land,

any survey on one portion affects both. Por example, your

land status and acreage table 2-2 erroneously lists 10,407

acres public, 2,920 private, and 1,620 state. In actuality

there are 1,960 state, and 4,481 acres private. This

acreage, under the Indian Springs allotment, is fenced and

has been assessed as a unit for forty years.

These incorrect acreage figures change the computation

of any survey. The 2,100 A.U.M.'s, as originally set up,

make this a 8.02 acre per A.U.M. range. However, the proposed

42% cut would ohange this to a 13*74 acre range.

Although, you have surveyed the entire range for

Range Condition and Trend, the table 4-7 lists only public

acres, xou also use only public acres on table 3-3 for
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AUM's
After-use AcreB Acre

Factor per AUM

1,066 7,158 6.71 No Cut
22,474 66,896 2.97 No Out
5,690 13,332 2.34 No Cut
4,861 16,302 3.35 No Cut
1,802 5,632 3.12 No Cut
3,223 14,947 4.6 42% Cut

Rudeen: Page 2

Suitability and Trend. Since the public lands are the most

unsuitable until projected water developments are made, any

calculations made on public lands would not be treating the

private land assessment fairly.

Referring to table 2-3, Present Vegetation Production:

Listed below are the first five allotments on the list with no

cuts in A.U.M.'s. Compare these with the Indian Springs cut.

South Bull
Roy-Arbon
Hanzel Mtn.
Black Rock
Michaud Creek
Indian Springs

The 42% proposed cut appears disproportionately unfair.

Referring to pp. 3-12 (table 2-3, pages 2-6) of the

E.I.S. report, Suitability is defined as "the capability of
forage-producing land to be grazed by livestock on a sustained
yield basis without damage to basic resources. Suitable
range should not be confused with 'useable ' range. Many
areas can be grazed by livestock and are, therefore, useable,
but may not be suitable for grazing on a long-term basis
because of resulting damage to the area or adjacent areas."

In determining "Suitability" the long-term (e.g. 45 years)

basis has not been considered. The average-use statistics

by the E.I.S. report only go back five years.

To determine Suitability, the E.I.S. uses the factors

(1) slopes, (2) distance from water, and (3) soil erosion

(p. 3-12).

With reference to (1) slopes: the 5096 slope

factor is only a guideline of suitability and is not a

restriction of the Taylor Grazing code. Moreover, in the

50% slope category of the 10,407 acres of public lands,

4,595 are listed as unsuitable (table 3-3), or 44%. I have

I have presented the B.L.M. with a topographical map,

indicating only 2,988 acres (as compared to the above 4,595

acres) could qualify as 50%-slopes. In addition, the

2,988 acres includes the 16,515 allotment (compared to the

®.
Rudeen: Page 3

above 10,407). On this basis the suitability criteria

would apply to 18% of the total range, which is a considerable

discrepancy with the 44% of public land.

(2) Distance from Water. The E.I.S. map (3-1)

does not give sufficient credit for water development and

shows only 5 water tanks as the basis for suitability.

However, after many years of development, we now have in use

18 water storage tanks of 300-8000 gallon capacities and

13 sets of troughs or drinkers. In addition, we have one

15,000 gallon storage tank to supply our water truck. Over

the last two years we have installed three miles of pipeline

and a 22,000 gallon tank for storage, with pump and diesel

generator. We plan to add another three miles of line.

All of this work has been . an effort on our part to improve

range conditions. At present there are 20 watering points on

this range. Where there are steep slopes, the, accessibility

to water is a more important factor for good grazing

management than the slope percentage, as all animals walk

diagonally on a steep slope.

(3) Soil Erosion. The E.I.S. map (3-3) shows

approximately 60% slight and 40% moderate factors of Soil

Erosion. None is listed as critical. Referring again to

allotments on similar ranges, a comparison of the percentages

of range conditions would seem to indicate that a 42% cut is

not warranted.

Table 3-3. Comparative percentages—where no cuts in

original A.U.M.'s are made:

South Bull
Roy-Arbon
Hanzel Mts.
Black Rock
Michaud Creek
Indian Springs

Good &
Fair Poor

100% No Cut
91% 9% No Cut
62% 38% No Cut
100% No Cut
100% No Cut
91% 9% 42% Cut

(21) -deen: Page 4

Also, with reference to the Range Condition

figures: Of the 23 range condition worksheets on the Indian

Springs allotment, 12 of the ecological sites chosen were

on steep and gravelly slopes. These were not representative

samples of this range.

The financial consequences of this proposed reduction

are severe. For example, a 550-lb. steer will gain 1.25 to

1.50 lbs. per day (30 days x 1.25 lbs. 37.50#). The loss

of 874 A.U.M.'s x 37.50 lbs.- 32,775 lbs. lost gains or

approximately $20,000 annually, depending on market prices.

The most significant loss would be in land values.

Some mountain range lands in southeastern Idaho have sold for

$150 to $200 per acre. Under the exchange of use system with

the B.L.M. , A.U.M.'s on an undivided grazing range affect

private land values. A 42% reduction in A.U.M's on the E.I.S.

allotment, could result in $94,101 loss of private land

investment (using a minimum of $50 acre). Land is only

worth what it will produce. State land values would also

be affected under these same conditions.

I have tried to point out a few of the more important

points of the E.I.S. draft, by comparison and enclosed data.

I

One point I would like to stress is that the proposed range

cut is not being made because of lack of forage. On several

occasions I have conducted field trips with A.C.S. and

B.L.M. personnel and others. It has been agreed that this

range has adequate feed .

Reducing the livestock on this range does not

benefit anyone. There will be less money to maintain and

upgrade range quality. Consequently, in time the range will

deteriorate from lack of adequate facilities. Any business

without proper management and finance will not keep a high

standard

.

In the past we have had very little financial aid

from B.L.M. and the future listed in the E.I.S. draft

® Rudeen: Page 5

doesn't look any better. Some allotments will receive

$12.25 per A.U.M. compared to the Indian Springs $2.85.

This does not concur with the statements at the Senate

Subcommittee meeting at Hailey, where it was agreed by the

Idaho director of B.L.M. that the ranges receiving the most

cuts would be allocated the most money to upgrade them.

I was unable to find any reference in the E.I.S.

report to the comparative A.U.M.*s on private ranges in

southeastern Idaho area versus B.L.M. allotments. This

information should be included in this report.

For future planning I would suggest that a land

exchange between B.L.M. and private individuals be

considered, as this consolidation would promote better

range management. This would also alleviate the government

expense of managing private lands and would concentrate

both government money and time solely on public lands.

Sincerely yours,

Claire S. Rudeen
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Response to Letter No. 21

The land status and acreage shown in Table 2-2 is correct. Review of a
map submitted by Mr. Rudeen indicates he is confusing acreage within the
Walker Allotment with acreage in the Indian Springs Allotment. It also
appears that Mr. Rudeen is considering some rather large areas of State
and private land to be part of the Indian Springs Allotment. These
areas lie outside the boundary recognized by BLM as the Indian Springs
Allotment.

21.8 There were no areas on the Indian Springs Aliorment identified as
unsuitable due to soil erosion factors. Forage allocations were made by
correlating the ESIM inventory completed on the Indian Springs Allotment
with long-term actual use, utilization and trend data. As pointed out
in Response 21.2, this results in a 4.76 acre per AUM carrying capacity
for the Indian Springs Allotment, after taking into account suitability
(50 percent slope criteria).

21.9 See Response 12.1.

21.2 The 2,100 AUMs originally adjudicated to the present Indian Springs
Allotment applied only to public land. Considering all 10,407 public
acres to be suitable, this would be 4.96 acres per AUM. Analysis of the
ESIM inventory completed on the Indian Springs Allotment and correlation
with long-term actual use, utilization and trend data results in an
allotment carrying capacity of 1,226 AUMs or 4.76 acres per AUM. This
is after applying the suitability criteria.

21.3 Only public land acreages are shown in the tables because some of the
private and State leased lands are used for other purposes such as
farming. Three criteria (steepness of slope, distance frcm water and
soil erosion) were considered in determining suitability. In the case
of the Indian Springs Allotment, only steepness of slope was applied
when determining the suitabilty of the allotment because soil erosion
and distance from water were within acceptable suitability limits.

21.4 Adjustments were not apportioned. They were based upon the inventoried
capacity of range suitable for livestock grazing, in conjunction with
actual use, utilization and trend data for each allotment.

21.5 There seems to be some confusion in this statement between suitabilty
and average licensed use. The suitability criterion (50 percent slope)
that was applied to the Indian Springs Allotment has not changed over
the years. The five-year average licensed use was used because it more
closely related to the long-term time frame for the trend and
utilization data.

21.6 After evaluating the Bannock-Oneida EIS area regarding topography, past
use, class of grazing animals and soils information, the Burley District
requested and acquired approval to modify standard Idaho suitability
guidelines. The approved modification is explained on p. 3-12. As
pointed out in 21.3 above, slope was the only part of the criteria that
was applied to the Indian Springs Allotment since erosion and water
factors were within acceptable suitability limits.

Review of the topographic map referred to on the letter indicates
that some areas with slopes over 50 percent are not recognized as
unsuitable by Mr. Rudeen.

21.7 Distance from water criteria did not apply as a factor for identifying
areas unsuitable on the Indian Springs Allotment, since all federal land
was within acceptable proximity to water.

21.10 The proposed forage allocation is based on the results of forage
production, long-term actual use, utilization, trend and suitability
data, along with competing uses such as wildlife, watershed and
livestock. These uses were assessed in the Bannock-Oneida Resource Area
land use plans.

21.11 During June, 1979, several ranchers were interviewed during the process
of gathering economic data to use in the EIS. These discussions led to
the conclusion that private grazing was not available in sufficient
quantity for the permittee to lease such lands to replace lost Federal
AUMs. For this reason the cost of leasing private grazing was not
determined or analyzed.
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P.O Box 4685

Burley District Bureau of Land Management
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Id 83318

Gentlemen:
The following are some opi

B Gun Club:

1

.

Some deer wint

allow maximum productic

1 Oct and May 16.

2. Any fencing should allow deer to go under the lowest wire

and fencing should be marked so that fleeing game does not accidentally

run into the wires

.

3. Continue ear tagging to avoid trespass cattle. This enables

others to assist in monitoring such activity.
4. Beep any domestic livestock off nesting grounds for sage

grouse and sharptail grouse. Continued destruction of sharptail

habitat may put this species onathe rare and endangered list. Neither

sportsmen nor livestock men want that, but for different reasons.

5. More burn and chain and aerial seeding should occur where

needed. NO CHEMICAL SPRAY SHOULD BE USED UNDER ANY CONDITIONS BECAUSE

PLANTS NEEDED BY WILDLIFE ARE NEARLY ELIMINATED. Some of these plants

are also loilized by livestock. Spraying has only adverse affect on

wildlife. It has no beneficial effects on wildlife. Spraying
changes succession patterns. The monocultures that result from

chemical sprays support livestock and horned larks and little else.

Even rodents which feed birds of prey are eliminated.

6. Stop putting out range fires so that spraying becomes unnecessar

7. Guzzlers should not simply pe placed in an island of

vegetation such as an island of isolated vegetation, a patch of vegetatic

in a barren wasteland. They must be of sufficient size and

have sufficient vegetation leading to them so that game will utilize

them. Game must feel secure in their path reaching the water development

Cattle too often strip off the vegetation around watering areas either

by eating or trampling and lounging. The Guzzlers must be far enough

away from the water development to be outside of this effect. Range

developments frequently become range destroyers.

8. Water developments should not remove all water from high in

the hills where game is more apt to use it. Transporting all the wate1
"

from the source where game can use it to areas where only cattle aboun d

and game farely enters, and then supplying a gu2zler there is not the

Page 2

9. Weeds and rodents result frnm bad use--f requent ly overgrazing

and should be regarded as a symptom. Poison should not be utilized for

rodent control.
10. Mile after mile of pipe should not be put in. The cattle

have destroyed the low ranges. Do not now destroy the high country

up to now immune room cattle by such developments.

11. BLM should consider puttingin shelter belts for game refuges

These should be fenced so that they are not destroyed by cattle.

12. Portions of streams should indeed be fenced to determine the

effect upon wildlife as well as stream protection.

13. Areas with wilderness characteristics should be classified as

wilderness and proposed to the Congress as such.

14. Grazing rights and food stamps are both subsidies from

the federal trough. Both should be regarded with equal value and

should be limited. When a farmer complains that his income will be

cut by more than most of us make because his subsidy has been cut,

it is difficult for the rest of us to feel sorry for him. ($26,000

was thefigure given by a farmer at the hearing.)
We wish to thank the BLM for the opportunity to participate

in evaluating this planning unit managment planning and evaluation.

Since *iy,

^i7 rjcet.
Karl E. HOlte
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IDAHO CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION @
MIH: MOGENSEN. E.t

OFFICERS
PflESIOENT

Howard fianey Weiser

VICE PRESIDENTS
Robert Swanson Pocatello

David Bivens Payelle

May 5, 1980

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Bannock-Oneida EIS
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Gentlemen,

Please consider the following comments from the Idaho Cattlemen's Association
regarding the Bannock-Oneida Environmental Impact Statement

.

The main concern we have regarding this, or any other BLM EIS, is that
of grazing reductions as the primary action by the BLM to stabilize or
improve rangelands. In many cases, this action has resulted from short
term trend studies which inadequately show the trend of the range conditions.
Factors such as the 1977 drought must be considered when the bureau
formulates such recommendations.

The Idaho Cattlemen's Association does not condone or approve of trespas-
sing or overgrazing by cattlemen. However, we believe your figures show
proper management of the rangelands in the Bannock-Oneida area as evid-
enced by the 21% overall voluntary non-use in this area. This figure

shows us that these ranchers have made an honest attempt at properly
managing these lands without BLM regulations dictating the non-use.

Non-livestock interests have been mentioned in this statement as being
concerned about these rangelands being in a state of deterioration. We

say where are their 20-25 year trend studies to prove these statements.

Page 2

Bannock Oneida EIS
May 5, 1980

whether or not cattle graze in these areas. Fencing of stream banks
will only cause heavier concentrations of livestock in the non-fenced
areas.

We ask that you first make reductions of
areas before reducing actual use. This
manage the rangelands cooperatively

the non-use in the marginal
'ill encourage ranchers to

The draft EIS proposes Alternative A as a balanced approach to satisfy
all interests. We propose Alternative E {no action) followed by signi-
ficant range improvements in the applicable areas be implemented as the
final action. Honest attempts at range improvements should be attempted
before BLM makes a final decision to reduce grazing, as a management
method.

With the evidence of voluntary management by the Be nnock-Oneida ranchers,
the BLM can hardly justify sudden range grazing reductions in this area.
If the ranges were in a declining state, we have only to blame the BLM
for insufficient management policies in past years.

Cooperative management with the BLM has always been welcomed by ranchers.
However, we have seen a sudden turn-around over the past five years
where those who do not pay for the use of public range lands seem to

have greater influence than those who depend on rangelands for a living.

We ask that this not be the case in Bannock -Oneida. We pledge our total

cooperation in promoting proper multiple use management of these range-

lands.

We also urge you to delay any range redutions in this area until a valid
attempt is made at cooperative management.

Thank you for considering our comments.

[(M^net**^

Exec. Vice Pr

We know for a fact that most ranchers realize that if they mismanage
their range they will not remain in that business much longer. The
importance of Grassland Agriculture to the Idaho and western economies

is significant and we ask that you consider this in finalizing this EIS.

We hear comments from many outside interests regarding these rangelands,

but we see none of these interests paying for their use of the range-

lands like the ranchers do. The cattlemen have a right to be concerned
when they are receiving reductions while wildlife and other uses receive

proposed increases

.

Riparian zone concern is generally invalidated in these areas. Experi-

mental plots have proven that erosion damage remains about the same

2120 AIRPORT WAY • BOISE, IDAHO 83705 • PHONE (208) 344-9482

Response to Letter No. 23

23.1 See Response 18.2

23.2 As indicated on p. 3-3 and Map 3-1, past actions have considered range
improvements where feasible. For example, $423,500 in project money has
been expended in the 59,026 acre Pleasantview Allotment, a 57.17
investment per acre. Even with these range improvements and grazing
systems the 3.27 acres per AUM obligation has not been satisfied. Most of
the allotments proposed for downward adjustment are not conducive to
range improvement because they contain steep mountainous terrain and
shallow soil.

23.3 Cooperative management with grazing permittees has been standard
practice. Additional cooperative management attempts have been explored
by BLM and renewed interest in these possibilities was expressed by
permittees during EIS preparation.

DAHO STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

May 7, 1980

STATE MUSEUM

Mr. Nick Cozakos
District Manager
Bur ley District, BLM

Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

De Mr. Cozakos

The draft Bannock-Oneida Grazing Environmental Impact Statement

has been reviewed by our office and our comments are below.

Our Interest is In the conservation and protection of archaeological

and historic sites.

While the draft EIS quite adequately outlines the various

proposals and the different range improvements that accompany

them, there are three main deficiencies in the sections on

cultural resources:

1) The document does not adequately describe the cultural resources,

either historic or prehistoric. Even properties eligible for

the National Register, such as Hudspeth's Cutoff, are not

mentioned.

2) The document states that 62% of the cultural resources are

currently being damaged by livestock, yet it does not state

how this figure was arrived at, nor to what degree sites

are being damaged, nor in what manner they are being damaged.

3) Nowhere in the EIS are specif ic mitigation proposals mentioned

for ways to protect archaeological and historic properties.

Because of these deficiencies a reader can not understand the

current problems with cultural resources and in what ways the

various alternatives will hinder or help to solve these problems.

The lack of specificity seems odd since one of the main issues

to be addressed in the EIS was how grazing affects cultural

resources and how such effects can be mitigated (pg. 1-2).

A general assumption in the EIS is that grazing adversely

effects cultural resources. Quite clearly it can. But with proper

management and range improvements most of the effects can be
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May 7, 1980

Mr. Nick Cozakos

Page 2

eliminated. Specific mitigation steps have been developed in
the Salmon and Shoshone Districts that effectively eliminate
many grazing impacts. These are not discussed in the document.
They should be.

Finally, Appendix J "BLM Interrelationships" should include a

statement on the relationships of the BLM, the Idaho State
Historic Preservation Office, and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation. A clear statement that the BDl has
to consult with the Idaho State Historic Preservation Office
on the eligibility of properties for the National Register and
on the effects of different projects on such sites should be
mentioned. This consultation process is mandatory (36CFR80O)
and should be included.

Sincerely,

yJ.JUgJUs-
Thomas J. /treen

State Archaeologist
State Historic Preservation Office

Response to Letter No. 24

24.1 See Response 6.1. This comment holds true for prehistoric sites
identified during the inventory as well. In relation to the prehistoric
sites, examination of the proposed grazing management programs indicated
that certain impacts would result on these sites—primarily from
livestock trampling and project construction. General locations (by

allotment) were provided in order to adequately evaluate potential
impacts at this level. It is important to remember that all project work
would receive a site-specific cultural clearance prior to any
on-the-ground project development.

Site inventory forms and other documentation for both historic and
prehistoric sites in the Bannock-One ida area were utilized in preparing
planning documents for the area. Copies of this information are located
at the BLM District Office in Burley, among other locations. See
Response 9.2.

24.2 See pp. 3-21 and 4-35. On p. 3-21, the number (47) and general location
of recorded prehistoric sites is given. On p. 4-35, it states
specifically that on four allotments containing 29 identified sites
increased numbers of AUMs would be allocated. Therefore, it would be
expected that cattle would be on the range either in greater numbers *or

for longer periods than at present. The same page includes a discussion
of the type of damage occurring—trampling of the sites resulting in

breakage and/or displacement of the artifacts. A study of such damage
cited in the DEIS indicated that 48 percent of the artifacts were
damaged, but specific information (which is not generally available) on
each site would be required in order to determine the degree of damage
which has occurred to a given site.

24.3 Cultural resource mitigation is discussed on p. 2-12. Each individual
project would receive a site-specific Environmental Assessment, including
the preparation of a cultural clearance involving a Class III Inventory
(intensive field inventory). It is at this time when site-specific
mitigation would be developed, if necessary. Such mitigation would
involve moving the project (pipeline, catchment, trough, etc.) to a new
location to avoid cultural sites, creating leave areas around cultural
sites in land treatment areas (chaining, burnings, etc.), enlarging the
fenced areas to include cultural sites and relocating pipeline or troughs
away from cultural sites at spring developments. This mitigation would
be developed in consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Officer.

24.4 The effects of grazing on cultural resources are discussed on pp. 3-22,
4-35 and 4-36. Mitigation is discussed on p. 2-12. It is important to
reiterate the fact that site-specific mitigation would be developed, if

necessary, during preparation of the individual project Environmental
Assessments.

24.5 Appendix J is amended to read as follows:

Idaho State Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.

®
BLM, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the National

Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers entered into a

Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA) regarding the livestock
grazing and range improvement program (ratified January 14, 1980). Said
Memorandum outlines a series of stipulations to insure that BLM will
comply with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
and Executive Order 11593, as implemented by the Advisory Council's
regulations (36 CFR Part 800).

Primary factors to consider are that the appropriate State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) will be consulted and have approval over
inventory methods used other than those in BLM Manual Section 8111, that
Class III inventories will be completed prior to commencement of any
range improvement activity, and that consultation with the SHPO will
occur for any potentially affected sites which may be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places.

In addition to the PMOA, 36 CFR Part 800 requires the BLM to consult
with the appropriate SHPO on all properties eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places and on the effects of different
projects on such sites.

12 May 1980
504 Central Sugar
Narapa, Idaho 8365I

Tim Hartzell, Team Leader
Bannock-Oneida Environmental Imoact Statement
Route 3, Box 1

Burley, Idaho 83318

Dear Mr. Hartzell:

VJe wish to commend your attempts to reduce grazing in an obviously
over-grazed range, however, we take issue with many of the ooiniona
expessed in the wildlife section of the Bannock-Oneida Grazing EIS (draft).
We wish to address our statements primarily to Alternative A (the proposed
action). On page 4-28, first peragra h, it is stated that the spotted bat
would Dossibly benefit from additional water developments in the EIS area.
So little is known about the spotted bat at the present time that we
question whether this statement should be included in the EIS. In addition,
the presence of the spotted bat has never been established in this portion
of Idaho. It appears that this is an attempt to justify Alternative A.

We are opposed to the chaining and subsequent seeding of the
BLM land surrounding Wire Grass Reservoir and in BlackPine Valley. There
is a stick nest in a juniper tree near Wire Grass Reservoir and it appears
that tris nest may be an old ferruginous hawk nest. In addition, a

burrowing owl nest is located just north of the reservoir. The area provides
an "island" of native vegetation in surrounding agricultural land and
existing crested wheatgrass plantings and probably provides prey for many
raptorial species as well as habitat for many types of other wildlife.
Black-tailed jackrabbits are found almost exclusively in sagebruih areas
(Larrisnn, E.J. 196?. Guide to Idaho Mammals. J. of the Id. Acad, of Sci.,
Vol. VII, 166pp.; pers. observ. ) and are an imoortant factor in the diets
of many large raptors including the ferruginous hawk. Furthermore, Tim
Reynolds (PhD. dissertation. 19?8. Idaho State Univ. Pocatello) found
that there is a significantly higher species diversity index in native
sagebrush vegetation areas as opposed to seeded areas (primarily crested
wtheatgrass) . Therefore, we think that it would be deliterious to wildlife,
on the whole, to chain and seed these areas of BLM land.

On page 4-19 it is stated that the proposed actions in Alternative A
would be beneficial to the bald eagle, peregrine falcon, and merlin (pigeon
hawk) because the proposed action would stabilise the prey base. We
question this statement since there are very few individuals of any of
these species on BLM land in the area except the Bald Eagle roost near
American Falls-.-certainly not enough to be benefited by this action. It
appears that this is an attempt to make the proposed action look as If
it will be beneficial to sensitive bird species in the study area when
this is not the case. In fact, the few bald eagles that feed on BLM in
the EIS area are probably feeding on black-tailed jackrabbits (and dead
livestock) as they do in Utah deserts (Piatt, American Birds 80:783-?88).
Removal of sagebrush will only serve to decrease the prey base being utilized by
the eagles.

It appears from our study of map 2-2 tha f the proposed land treatments
in the grazing EIS would serve to eliminate many of the few islandt of
native sagebrush vegetation communities on BLM land in the area. We feel
that it is not adequeately addressed how these proposed actions will affect
wildlife. It is mentioned that (page 4-29) "5890 acres of crucial sage
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abitat" will be eliminated but that tho
need in 15-20 years". The question not
s where those sage grouse will go in the
ious problem thaft needs to be addressed.
-26) that "the reduction of vegetation

.)

grouse nesting and brjod-rearing
"values would be restored: and en!

addressed in the above statement
interim years. This is a very S<

Additionally, it is stated (page
Duld reduce cover and small animal prey base productivity" whereas n

page 4-19 it is stated th*t predators (peregrine falcon, the bobcat, etc
would benefit from the proposed action because of a more stable prey

These two statements appear to be in conflict.
Although we have no objections to the grazing reductions and few to

the cattleguards (17 does seem like an awful lot of money to spend for
the luxury of not opening a wire gate) or water projects; these are
probably necessary for better utilization of the range, but this gradual
(in this case not so gradual) eradication of native Idaho vegetation is
most disturbing. Why, when evidence is ao prevalent that theae huge
artificial grasslands are detrimental to most wildlife forms, does the
BLM plan them? Tee, most wildlife forms will benefit from reductions of
grazing on an over-grazed range(is this what is meant in the wildlife
portion about a stabilized prey base?). Is there any proof that there is
benefit in huge artificial grasslands for native wildlife species (page
^-27).

the most distressing portion of the report is the part (or
lack of it) addressing the impact of the vegetative manipulation on
ferruginous hawks. It is indicated that one ferruginous hawk nest will

destroyed by the seeding but no mention is made of the other 15 nests
(your report, page 4-28) some of which depend on prey produced in these
sagebrush communities, and no mention is made of the other raptors which
forage there also. Why not chain around this one juniper tree and not
even mention any impact on the ferruginous hawks? The point is, the BLM
can put up all the nesting platforms (have any of theexisting ones in
31ack Pine Valley been used?) and leave all the isolated juniper trees it
mants but if there is no prey (black-tailed jackrabbits are a major prey
of ferruginous hawks here) there will be no ferruginous hawks.

It appears that the "benefits" to species which do not utilize the
area to any great degree, if at all, (i.e. bald eagles, peregrine falcons,
merlins, kit fox an-3 spotted bat) are in the report to justify the proposed
action. Whereas, the real wildlife problem in Alternative A (at least
as it regards birds), that is.the elimination of 12,580+ acres of native
vegetation, ic hardly even addressed. In fact, on page 4-19 the document
states that "other sensitive species. . .would not be adversely affected"
and on page 4-22 it Lb implied that since ferruginous hawks use alternate
nests it would be "difficult to determine what portion of nest desertion
can be directly attributed to the human activity associated with livestock
grazing.

In summary, the wildlife portion of the report seems to neglect many
of the adverse effects of these large habitat alterations to a number
of bird species, particularly the ferruginous hawk. It should be noted
in land management actions that the ferruginous hawk nesting population
in Idaho is considered sensitive because of overall low population
numbers and that threats to the density should not be treated lightly.

uld like to go on record as opposing the eradication of large tracts

•®

fo

record
native vegetation otherwise
reviewing our comments.

know as "brush control". Thank yo

Sincerely

,

Tim and Errica Craig

Response to Letter No. 25

25.1 The EIS indicates (p. 3-13) that relatively little is known about the
life history of the spotted bat. Based on known habitat requirements,
the conclusion (p. 4-28) is that the spotted bat would possibly benefit
(emphasis added) from the water developments proposed in Alternative A.

25.2 According to p. '4-30 of the EIS, the effect on non-game species would be
variable. Those species dependent upon dense sagebrush and juniper would
decrease, those dependent upon mixed grass/shrub stands would increase.
BLM would prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) on specific sites
prior to project implementation. IDFG would be consulted during EA
preparation to help identify impacts and recommend appropriate mitigation
for wildlife protection and enhancement. As appropriate, seeding
mixtures would include forb and browse species, being tailored to meet
site or area specific wildlife needs.

25.3 It is unsound management to assume that small wildlife populations do not
receive benefits from a stabilized prey base. In fact, the benefit to a
small wildlife population may be even more significant since the
stabilized food source may preclude further species jeopardy.

25.4 The sagebrush vegetative type constitutes 55 percent of the total acreage
in the EIS area {p. 3-9). The land treatments proposed in Alternative A
would affect 8 percent of the sagebrush vegetation type in the short term
and 5 percent in the long term (p. 4-16). The effects of these land
treatments on wildlife are discussed on pp. 4-27, 4-28, 4-29, 4-30 for
Alternative A and pp. 4-48, 4-49 and 4-50 for Alternative B. Sage grouse
displaced from the 6 percent of crucial habitat that receives land
treatment would move into the adjacent 94 percent of crucial habitat that
receives no land treatment. This remaining habitat is sufficient in both
quality and quantity to take care of the displaced birds, pending
reoccupation of the treated areas. The quoted statements regarding prey
base stability on pp. 4-19 and 4-26 have been taken out of context, as
each statement refers to a discrete component of the alternative. The
stable prey base referred to on p. 4-19 is a result of vegetative
allocation while the small animal prey base productivity reduction on p.
4-26 is a result of grazing management . In other words, one component of
this alternative, vegetative allocation, results in beneficial impacts,
while grazing management has an adverse effect.

25.5 The existing EIS environment consists of 7 percent grassland. With the
land treatments proposed in Alternative A this figure would rise to 10

percent. Hence, 90 percent of the plant community in the EIS area would
consist of native vegetation. Map 2-2 portrays the scattered, isolated
nature of the various small land treatments proposed under Alternative A.
Page 4-27 does not assert that there is benefit in huge artificial
grasslands for native wildlife species. As stated on p. 4-27, "The
subsequent aerial seeding of the chained areas with perennial grasses,
shrubs and forbs would enhance the habitat for wildlife by increasing the
variety of plant species available for forage and cover."

25.6 The EIS states (p. 4-30) that "In these 20,726 treated acres, non-game
and furbearers dependent on dense stands of sagebrush or juniper would
decrease, while those species dependent upon grassland or mixed
grass/shrub stands would increase."

25.7 The modification of native vegetation via land treatment is discussed on

pp. 4-27, 4-28, 4-29, 4-30, 4-48, 4-49 and 4-50. The impacts on pp. 4-19

and 4-22 are attributed to vegetative allocation and grazing system

management and not land treatment work.
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® PUBLIC HEARING - MALAD CITY, IDAHO - April 15, 1980 PUBLIC HEARING - MALAD CITY, IDAHO - April 15, 1980 (cont.

)

Dale Thomas, Malad City

26.1
Comment:

26.2
Conment:

Response :

26.3
Comment:

26.4
Conment:

Response:

26.5
Comment:

Response:

On page 2-8, the cattle number on the Pleasantview Allotment is

not accurate.

Response : This figure is correct.

The EIS statement on page 4-68, "It is anticipated, however, that
those ranchers who found it necessary to sell their ranches would
continue to ranch in another place. In this case, the only social
effect would be those associated with leaving familiar
surroundings and friends and reestablishing in a new community.
Frequently, over a period of time, a move is viewed as a benefit
rather than a loss, once new contacts and roots have been
established."

I would like to point out that the average age of the ranchers
would be between 55 and 60 years of age. How many of you at that
age would want to move elsewhere and start over? I question the

statement made on the EIS, page 4-68, and I do not appreciate it.

The following sentence is deleted from page 4-69: "Frequently

,

over a period of time, a move is viewed as a benefit rather than a

loss, once new contacts and roots have been established."

The five alternatives mentioned there is money for improvements
and manpower on all of them with exception of Alternative E. We
feel that if the money A or B were spent on E, in the long run,

everyone would benefit without putting several more on the welfare
rolls.

Response : See Response 18.5.

The [Pleasantview] association doesn't approve of the idea of just
cattle taking a cut. The sheep permit which was reactivated after
ten years should be under the same rules as cattle.

See Response 18.3.

On range development, it is stated that livestock attempt to

congregate near water sources and in canyon bottoms. Why are most
all the test plots located in these places?

Prior to inventory, each sample site was agreed to by the SCS Soil
Survey party leader and the BLM Ecological Site Inventory Method
party leader to assure that each was located on a representative
area from both a soils and a vegetation standpoint.

26.6
Comment : The association members that have testified in the previous

hearing do not feel their comments have been taken into
consideration.

Response : See Response 18.4.

Nolan T. Blaisdell, Malad City

26.7
Comment:

Response :

26.9
Comment:

Response :

And I'd like to know how come the study on the wildlife was used
from the State of Utah to come up with the values in the State of

Idaho.

See Response 18.7.

It says in there that they want to keep cattle off the deer range
out there and only let them use 20 percent of their winter deer
ranges out there, and I'd like to know how they propose to do
this?

The 20 percent figure for deer winter range could be achieved by
having a proper stocking rate on the allotments, as reflected by
the forage allocation. This provides sufficient palatable forage
so that livestock do not turn onto browse as a means for forage.

Also, the season of use—graz ing terminat ing pr ior to September
30—eliminates livestock competition with deer after that date. In

addition, BLM personnel would monitor utilization rates to assure
that utilization of mule deer browse did not exceed 20 percent of
the annual shrub growth.

And I feel like the people that prepared this, we have people
coming in from New York, Iowa, Nebraska, and all over. How come
we can't use people in our own area that know the situation around
and the condition of our country? You call them specialists, but
they're all from out-of-state. They're clear across the country.

Although it does not follow that a natural resource specialist
born in New York would be incapable of studying the natural
resources in Idaho, no such specialist participated in the

preparation of the Bannock-Oneida EIS. Only three of the 16

persons in the "List of Preparers" are from east of Wyoming. By

coincidence, those most instrumental in the project—including the
Burley District Manager, the State Office Coordinator, the

Bannock-One ida Area Manager , the Range Conserva t lonist and the

Wildlife Biologist—were all born, raised and educated in Idaho or

Utah.

PUBLIC HEARING - MALAD CITY, IDAHO - April 15, 1980 (cont.)

Dale Blaisdell, Malad City

26.10
Conment: We do not agree with the range spraying program you have set up

for our (Pleasantview Allotment] unit. We've proposed some
spraying in smaller areas, in more canyons, such as south of
Highway 37 and Hideaway, above the Waldren fields, and through the
low pass. There's a lot of old sagebrush and heavy sagebrush. We
think there could be some selective spraying in Wood Canyon, John
Evans, Metcalf, West Elkhorn, Sublett and Morgan Jones. I think
we should have careful consideration on developing a new small
burn and reseeding places. And some consideration should be given
more to taking out probably more firewood in some of the heavy
brush areas.

Sharp-tailed grouse winter habitat would be severely decreased by
the destruction of serviceberry and other mast producing browse in
these areas. Refer to USFS Letter No. 3 for additional comments.

PUBLIC HEARING - MALAD CITY, IDAHO - April 15, 1980 (cont.)

Cattle numbers or herd size were not affected by Brucellocis until

1976. Drought conditions were not a factor until 1977. Open cows

are frequently an indication of poor nutrition, reflecting forage

consumed during the year, including that from BLM range.

26.13
Conment:

26.14
Comment:

Farm income has typically been a large share of the county's
income. From 1970 to 1975, farm income represented on the average

43.3 percent of all income generated.

Available data (Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economics

Information System 1979) shows that from 1972 to 1977 farm income

accounted for 51 percent of total income in Oneida County. The

livestock and livestock products cash receipts from 1972-77

averaged 33 percent of total farm cash receipts. If livestock

income also totaled 33 percent of total farm income, then

livestock income accounted for 17 percent of total Oneida County

income.

I believe an analysis of the reduction on the permits will show a

direct relationship between the cuts and the number of cattle run.

Michael Broadhead, Malad City

26.11
Conment:

Response :

In earlier meetings with the BLM, I submitted an economic study of
the grazing associations in lOneida] county, based on actual
information obtained from the permittees. I could not find this
economic information in this impact statement.

The impact statement used a model (DYRAM) to determine the
secondary impacts of the proposed reduction. The main problem
with this type of analysis is the variation of economics in the
three counties concerned. I think everyone in this room will
agree that the economy of Bannock County is different both in
employment opportunity and business activity. The model may make
adjustments, but I do not agree with mixing apples and oranges.

The economic study was not used because it looked only at Oneida
County and because most of it was very general. That portion that
was specific had no backup or references to show how the figures
were arrived at or to support their validity.

DYRAM looks at the interactions in a regional economy.
Oneida County is not a self-contained economy and needs those
counties around it to supply goods and services not produced
there.

Response :

26.15
Comment

Response

26.16
Comment

There does not seem to be a relationship between size of operation

and size of reductions. Table 4-20 of the EIS shows that the

reduction from active preference are: Group 1, 26%; Group 2, 25%;

Group 3, 26%; Group 4, 18%.

Does economic information show actual data accumulated considering

each county area, or are the counties considered as one group? If

the answer is one group—we need to have a different appraisal of

Oneida County economic impact. Is this possible?

The economic information is generally region-wide data, although

some of the base data (income, employment) was collected on an

individual county basis and then aggregated up to the region

level. In addition, the computer model used to analyze impacts is

derived by accumulating the individual counties into a single

region so that the interaction between counties can be accounted

for. See Responses 20.1, 26.11.

Please explain the economic benefits to the Pleasantview range

from installing cattleguards. Please explain other plans to

improve the range and carrying capacity.

26.12
Comment : The 1977 drought had a serious effect in terms of herd reduction

due to lack of feed and breeding efficiency. The number of open
cows increased dramatically. The next factor .is the presence of
Brucellocis (Bangs) which has totally liquidated many BLM herds.
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Response

26.17
Comment

Response

Cattleguards were proposed by the Pleasantview Association to
prevent opened gates in division and exterior fences that allow
cattle to drift into the wrong fields. This problem necessitates
time and effort on the part of BLM and the association members to

ride, gather and again turn out the cattle in the right field.
Cattleguards would helpTeduce this problem. The association pays
a range rider, whose time could be better spent in other allotment
management duties. Other proposed developments and land
treatments, with expected costs and AUM increases, are listed in

Table 2-6.

According to page 4-37 of the impact statement, the BLM does not
plan to cut the sheep permits. You have used the past ten years
as cattle history to determine our cuts, but what is the basis to
determine the impact of 2,000 sheep in a concentrated area?

See Response 18.3. In addition, in 1980 the sheep will run in an
area of approximately 22,000 acres from May 20 to June 30 for a
stocking rate of 40.2 acres per AUM.

PUBLIC HEARING - POCATELLQ, IDAHO - April 16, 1980

Claire Rudeen, American Falls

27.1

Comment:

Response :

27.2
Comment:

It shows according to my figures, that there are [in the Indian
Springs Allotment] 10,685 acres of public land; there's 1,960
acres of State land; and 4,490 acres of private land, making a

total of 17,135 acres.

The questions regarding acreage differences were addressed in

Response 21.1.

Now, looking at the range trend [in the Indian Springs Allotment]

,

96 percent is static and 4 percent improving. The range
conditions show 15.5 percent good, 75.5 percent fair and 9 percent
poor, but the range suitability shows the biggest reduction. Now,
on the suitability, I had a map made up. The bureau kind of went
on a guideline of 50 percent slopes, and it shows that 17 percent
of this range , less than 3 , 000 acres , has 50 per cent slopes

.

So, I don't understand why there's been such a cut of suitability
when you have good range conditions. You have good clippings.
Erosion is good. All the reports are good except, really except,
suitability. '

The question regarding suitability was addressed in Response 21.3,
21.6, 21.7 and 21.8.

27.3
Comment:

Response !

If this reduction tin the Indian Springs Allotment] is entered
into at $50 an acre land, just to private land alone, there would
be a loss of approximately 594,000 in land devaluation, and as far
as my operation or the 2,100, the reduction that at the present
price of cattle, I'll be reduced about 520,000 a year income. And
without this income, I can't keep upgrading this range. We've
built roads and fencing, and water tanks, we haul water, and I

think that if the range is to be improved, it's going to take some
money to do it. And of course, the smaller the operation, the
less economy.

Under Alternative A the Indian Springs Allotment is scheduled for
a reduction of approximately 170 AUMs from the five-year average
use. Ihis allotment has a three-month season of use, which means
the maximum number of cows that would be reduced is 57. Assuming
a 90 percent calving rate, 400-pound calves and 1979 average price
(S89.30 per 100#), the annual revenue loss would be 518,000. Cash
expenses per brood cow in Group 4 (the least expensive) is 5268
(see p. 3-25 of the EIS), which would tobal 515,000 for 57 cows.
The net income loss then would be $3,000. This figure could be
even lower, depending on the opportunities for ranchers to make
adjustments other than reducing their herd size.

PUBLIC HEARING - POCATELLQ, IDAHO - April 16, 1980 (cont.)

PUBLIC HEARING - POCATELLQ, IDAHO - April 16, 1980 (cont.)

Comment : The Indian Springs unit has been allotted approximately S6,000 to
purchase cattleguards or to install. It really doesn't matter, I

mean, $6,000 would be better if that's what it amounts to. I

could find better use for it to improve this range. But as far as
what I'm concerned about, we'll take the Curies/ District, for
instance, I think this is probably the largest, and they receive
$310,000 of improvement money, and if we take their original AUMs,
they have got 25,000 AUMs, and Indian Springs has 2,000. But you
divided it out, and they receive $12.25 of this money for their
improvements, and we receive 52.85 AUMs. I don't think that is
hardly fair.

Response : Curlew affords the opportunity to produce AUMs for less cost than
any other allotment. Proposed projects are located primarily on
excellent soils, Bankhead Jones lands (LU) that once were farmed
and produce excellent stands of livestock and wildlife forage.
The topography is flat or rolling, tie area is fenced into more
than 30 fields to facilitate interim management and protection of
the seedings until established. The Indian Springs development is

limited by steep slopes, rough topography, shallow soils and lack
of live water. Also, only one or two operators would benefit from
the improvements, while Curlew provides forage for 40 operators.
While the most favorable lands for development are private and
State in Indian Springs, this is not true of Curlew.

Fred L. Rose, Pocatello

Response :

27.5
Comment:

Response :

27.6
Comment:

Unsuitability is not mentioned in this narrative portion [on

p. 3-12] of the document, and I think there is a problem in that
regard . You have to look another place in the document to
determine that the total acreage that is designated being
unsuitable for grazing is something on the order of 77,000 acres.

Table 3-3 on p. 3-11 identifies acreage by allotment and total
(88,379 acres) for the study area that is unsuitable. Page 3-12
lists the criteria used to determine suitability. Areas were
determined to be unsuitable for livestock grazing if the slopes
were greater than 50 percent, the distance from water was greater
than two miles or the soil erosion (Soil Surface Factor) was 61 or
greater

.

It seems to me [based on Table 4-1) there are the following units
which should be questionable about the continuation of grazing at
all. And those include the Rock Creek, the Toponce, these are not
necessarily in order, the Cambridge, the Casperson, the Jenson,
the Right Hand Grazing, and Servoss Brothers, and L. Roberts. All
of these have soil loss rates exceeding four tons per acre per
year. I was unable to see a comment regarding that level of
erosion, and the efficacy or wisdom of continuing grazing on it.
It may be there, all I'm saying is I missed it if it was there.

27.7
Comment:

Response

27.8
>.< run Tit

Response

The table referred to (Table 4-1) includes projections as bo how
the erosion rates would change under each alternative (including
"No Grazing"). A discussion of grazing effects on soil erosion is

found on p. 3-4, detailing what would be expected to happen with
continued grazing. Table 2-11 compares the effects of the various
alternatives on soil erosion; a detailed discussion of how these
bottom line figures were derived can be found in Chapter 4 under
each of the alternatives. The intent of this document is to

present the projected impacts of a given action, not to offer
opinions as to the wisdom of those actions.

One of the problems that I have encountered in the past that I'd

say is addressed nowhere in this document, was the question of
trespass grazing, or trespass agriculture, or how much access was
a problem in the particular areas.

The questions of access and trespass (grazing or agricultural)
were not identified as issues relative to the grazing management
program for the Bannock-Oneida area during the scoping process
which preceded the preparation of the EIS. Livestock trespass is

discussed on p. 2-11, both on unallotted areas and for control of

livestock within the allotments. The problems of access are
identified on p. 3-21, but further discussion is limited to
physical (as opposed to legal) access. Admittedly, legal access
is a problem in some areas, but primarily from the standpoint of

utilization of the public lands for recreational pursuits, etc.
From a grazing management standpoint, the issue of legal access is

of only minimal significance.

And I have found that in the range improvements is listed fencing
of seven miles of stream. I don't know whether that is good or
bad, you can't tell by reading the document. You ought to have
some indication in the document as to what fraction of the stream
length in the grazing districts this amounts to. As I say, you
can't tell by looking at that number whether that is something to
be proud of or something to be ashamed of.

The seven miles of stream fencing refers to Alternative D (see p.

2-29). On p. 2-36 is portrayed the Summary of Impacts by
Alternative, which enables the reader to draw his own conclusion
as to the merits of each alternative relative to aquatic habitat.
Table 3-6 lists streams providing coldwater fisheries habitat on
public lands within the EIS area, as well as the stream mileage,
both public and total. Table 4-31 lists the stream segments
totaling seven miles that would be fenced under Alternative D. The
mileages in Table 4-31 can be compared to those listed in Table
3-6 for an indication of what fraction of coldwater fisheries
habitat on public land is involved in the proposed fencing.
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Phillip Morrison, Downey

Comment I would like to have seen in the document an indication in the way
of species composition that to be reseeded in areas that are
treated.

In the past, very often, these vegetation control programs
have involved replacement of perhaps a sad state of the remains of
the natural vegetation community with a single species named
crested wheatgrass; and to imply in your document that range
improvements involving vegetation control and reseeding as is done
in the wildlife section will stabilize prey population basis, is

difficult to substantiate if that reseeding is going to be just
with crested wheatgrass.

Response BLM would prepare an Environmental Assessment (EA) on specific
sites prior to project implementation. IDFG would be consulted to

help identify seeding mixtures tailored to satisfy site or area
specific wildlife needs.

27.11
Comment

Response

And I have tried to get BLM to go with me and plant down there and
seed down there [in the P. Morrison Allotment), and they have
always told me they didn't have no money to do it. They told me
now, in the last couple of years, they told me not to disturb the
soil down there. And now, I've taken this cut, and if I do this
I'm going to have to delete my cattle business. Thank you.

Seeding planned under Alternative A (see Table 2-6) would produce
35 ALMs, more than enough to offset the proposed reduction. In
the long term, this additional forage would increase the livestock
allocation in the P. Morrison Allotment by 150 percent above
current authorized use. Because of restrictions on land treatment
pending completion of the EIS, neither BLM nor Mr. Morrison could
proceed with the project work at an earlier date.

Raoul Wistisen, Bancroft Ellwood Stephens, Pocatello

27.10
Comment

Response

And I think this projected cut that we're going to be confronted
with [in the Bancroft Allotment] is rather severe. These cattle
graze steep areas just as well as they do the better areas, and we
grant there's not always much feed there, but there's some, and
they utilize it. And our range has an abundance of wildlife.

In general, cattle will graze steep areas only after they have
overused preferred areas. Also, many of the steep areas produce
thick stands of timber or sagebrush and have rock outcrops that
make it physically impossible for cattle to reach the forage, even
though it exists. BLM studies show approximately 21 percent of
the Bancroft Allotment unsuitable, primarily due to steep slopes.
See Response 14.1 for additional information.

27.12

Comment An admission from you men that the range is in static condition or
neither improving or retrogressing is on the basis of your past
records where they think that the solution for everything is a cut
in grazing, that's almost the same as an admission from you
fellows that the range is actually in pretty good shape. So we
think that the cut of 41 percent [in the Bancroft Allotment] is
excessive.

According to BLM records, the range is in fair to good condition
on the Bancroft Allotment with a static trend. However, much of
the area is steep (over 50 percent slopes). This, in accordance
with the suitability criteria outlined on p. 3-12, makes much of
the range unsuitable for livestock grazing. It is known that
livestock use some steep slopes, but the fact that an area is
useable does not necessarily make it suitable for use. Stoddart
et al., Mueggler and Brady (cited in BLM Information Memo
DSC-76-54) have all done work that indicates livestock grazing
cannot occur on steep slopes if adequate protection against
erosion is to be assured.

PUBLIC HEARING - POCATELLO, IDAHO - April 16, I960 (cont.)

Response The fencing standards described on p. 2-17 have been proven
effective in permitting deer and antelope passage, both under the
bottom wire and over the top wire.

27.14
Comment

27.15
Comment

27.16
Comment

Chemical spraying I oppose for several reasons. The first is that
desireable plant species are nearly eliminated. Some of these
are useful to both livestock and to wildlife. Adverse and no
beneficial effects occur to wildlife because of spraying with
chemical spray.

Response See Response 1.1

The many cultures that result from chemical sprays support
livestock and horned larks and little else including the rodents
which feed the birds of prey.

Response See Response 1.1

I would also like to see water developments which would not remove
all of the water from the high hills where the water is piped
from.

Response Spring developments are discussed on p. 2-14. Spring diversion in
excess of the flow required to maintain wetland would not occur.
In addition, a 400- foot square fence would protect wetland from
livestock trampling and maintain adjacent wildlife food and escape
cover.

Karl Holte, Pocatello

27.13
Comment The second thing , any fences that are put in along streams and

fencing that's recommended ought to be such that it would allow
game to go under the lower wire rather than simply the highest
wire. I have several pictures of deer going under properly built
fences, and a lot of these fences on public land are not so
properly built.
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Page 3-21

CULTURAL RESOURCES (comment 9.2)

Add as fourth paragraph: Site inventory reports were prepared for sites
identified during the inventory process and were used to prepare the
planning documents for the Bannock-Oneida area. Copies of said reports
are located at the BLM District Office in Burley, at the Idaho State
University Museum in Pocatello, and with the Idaho State Historic
Preservation Office.

Page 4-69

SOCIAL CONDITIONS (comment 26.2)

Top of page, delete: Frequently, over a period of time, a move is viewed
as a benefit rather than a loss, once new contacts and roots have been
established.

Page A-30

APPENDIX J BLM INTERRELATIONSHIPS (comment 24.5)

Add as last paragraph:
Idaho State Historic Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.

BLM, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the National
Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers entered into a
Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA) regarding the livestock
grazing and range improvement program (ratified January 14, 1980). Said
Memorandum outlines a series of stipulations to insure that BLM will
comply with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
and Executive Order 11593, as implemented by the Advisory Council's
regulations (36 CFR Part 800).

Primary factors to consider are that the appropriate State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) will be consulted and have approval over
inventory methods used other than those in BLM Manual Section 8111, that
Class III inventories will be completed prior to commencement of any
range improvement activity, and that consultation with the SHPO will
occur for any potentially affected sites which may be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places.

In addition to the PMOA, 36 CFR Part 800 requires the BLM to consult
with the appropriate SHPO on all properties eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places and on the effects of different
projects on such sites.
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